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JOB ALD MANUALS FOR PHASE ft-DESI:_;N OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENTMODEL

FR F

Requirement:

To develop a series of job aids for the activities identified in the
Instructional Systems Development Model (LSD, TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30).

Procedure:

A series oi job aids were designed and developed for each of the fivephases of the TSD modol: ANALYFE, DESIG!;, DEVELOP, LMPLEMENT, and CONTROL.
Each job aid is comprised of Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts and a Job Ald
:laraial which provide specific guidance, examples, and references necessary to
produce the product specified by the ISO block it covers.

Utilization:

These lob aids will he used by military training personnel in meeting the
requirements of the 1SD model,
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JOB ATD nANUALS FOR PHASE TT-DESIGN OF THE iNSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
MODEL

(..:0NTENTS

Introduction to tho Use or joh Aids :ind
Job Aid Resource Mamini

Job Aid for Developing Objective
Tsp ly.j,...... ... . ... ...... . . ... F-1

Job Aid for Developing Tests
TSDff.2... .. . ....... .. .. . . ........... . . F-1

Job Aid for Describing Entry Behavior
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Job Aid for Determine SequenTi.7---6 and Structure
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What are Job Aids?

What is the Classification System
Job Aids? 1

What Sources of Information Were Used in the Development of.
Job Aids? 5

What Job Aids are Presently Available and What Do They Consist of? 6

What are the Main Parts of the Flowchart Manual? 7

What FloWchart Symbols are Used in the Flowchart Manual? 8

What Instruction is Provided Within the Flowchart Symbols? 9

What is the Purpose of the Supplemental Information Provided in the
Flowchart Manual? 10

What is the Flowchart Block and Page Numbering System? ... . ....... 10

How Do I Use the Job Aid Manual and What are the Main Parts of it? 11

What is the Purpose of the Partial Flowcharts at the Top of Some Pages of the
Job Aid Manual? 11

What is the Purpose of the Questions Written in Script That Appear on Some
Pages of the Job Aid Manual? 12

What is the Purpose of the Completed or Partially Completed Examples
of Worksheets? 12

What Does This All Mean and What Do I Do No 13

TRADOC PF;rnphlat 350-30 ono

JOB AIDS U RCE MANUA

How Can the Resource Manual Help Me? ..... , . .. .. .. . .. .. 16

What Are Some Sources of Job Significant Data? 17

Which Sources of Data are,Included in the Resource Manual? 17

CODAP

What is CODAP? 20

When Should CODAP Reports be Used? 21

How are CODAP Reports Obtained? . ..... . . . . . .. . 21



FIELD SURVEYS

What is a Formal Field Sm-7re
24

When Should Formal Field Surveys be Used'
Hov, is a Pield SW-\??.'y' Questiorinj=iire Designed 25
What Should be Included o'n the Questionnaire?

26How is a Survey Sample Selected?
27How is a Questionnaire Survey Conducted?

PANELS

Mat Is a Panel of Exp_ q?

When is a Panel Use-d?

When are Subject Matter Experts Used'
When are Recent Job incumbents andror Supervisors U
How is a Panel Assembled?

APPENDICES
A Example of a Closed Form Questionnaire
S Administrative Proceduies for Closed Form Questionnaire 37

30

TABLES

Five Phases of Instructional Systems Development (ISD)
ISD Blocks in Each of the Five !SD Phases

3
Outcomes of ISO Blocks
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Job Aids, instructional technology personnel (individuals like yourself) at the
U.S. Army Signal Center and the U.S, Army Engineer School were surveyed to
determine specific ISD needsthose areas in which they had the greatest need for
assist. ance and information. Emphasis waSi placed on satisfyine these needs in the
development of the Job Aids.

0 job Aids use the same classification, system for identifying the ac
must be perfonned in instructional systems development (ISD) as
TRAD()C Pamphlet 3,7)0-30 I literser;iee Procedures for instruction
Development

AT IS THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM USED IN TRADOC
PAMPHLET 350-30 AND JOB AIDS:'

TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30
ducted in five phases=

Analyze

Design

Develop

Implement

Control

instructional systems develops: ait b-

For those of you who are unfamiliar with TRADOC Pamphlet 15(vm
you read the brieVescription of each phase of the 1SD process as shown in
Table 1, In the ADOC Pamphlet each ISD phase is divided into specific
activities called ISD blocks, Table 2 shows these ISD blocks and Table 3 shows,
the outcome of each block.

Job Aids cover the activities required for the first three phases of the
TRADQC Pamphlet (i.e., Analyze, Design, and Develop instructional systems).
The Aids cover each ISD block within these phases except for ISD Block 1.1,
Analyze Joh.



PHASE
IV

Table 1

lnpu orocSsas, and outputs in Phase 1 are all based on job information. An inventory of lob
CCM:)1111,7, :n7,0 NV3 groups: task nut saloczed for instruction :ltd tasks

selected for instruction Performance standards tor tasks selected for instruction are determined
by Interview or observation at job sites and verified by :,.(bject matter experts. The analysis of
existing course documentation is done to determine. if t or portions of the analyis phase and
other phases have already been done by someone else tcliowing the fSD guidelines, As a final
analysis phase pep, the list of tasks selected for instruct on is analyzed for the most suitable
instructional setting for each task.

9c,ginnin Phan' It !fit.,! 1SD model is concerned with designing instruction using the Juu
PHASE II analysis ,,,formation from Phase 1 The first step 15 the conversion of each task selected for

"'nine '"IC, 3 to r:7: t1;-,! Each tern-1111a( learning objective is Men analyzed to
determine learning objectives and learning steps necessary for mastery of the terminal learning
objective_ Tests are designed to match the learning objectives. A sample of students is tested to
insure that their entry benaviors match the level of learning analysis. Finally, a sequence of
instruction is designed for the learning objectives.

PHASE W

D

The Instructional development phase begins with the classification of learning (objectives by
learning category so as to Oentity learning guideline:, nef.e- 'ry for optimum learning to take
place. Determining how instruction is to be packaged ,.id presented to the student is
accomplished through a media selection process which takes into account suet, factors as
learning category and guideline, media characteristics, training setting criteria, and costs.
Instructional management plans are developed to allocate and manage all resources for
conducting instruction Instructional materials are selected or developed and tried out. When
materials have been validated on the basis 2f empirical data obtained from groups of typical
students, the course s ready for irnolementztion.

Staff training is required for the implementation of the instructional management plan and the
PHASE IV instruction. Some key personnel must tart trait-4,d to ta, martpsters in the spectfiell management

IMPLEMENT plan. The instructional slat! must be trained to conduct the instruction and collect evaluative
data on all of the instructional --nerloonents. At the completion of each instructional cycle,
management staff should pe ate se the collected information to improve, the instructional
system.

PHASE V

CONTROL

Evaluation and revision of instruction are carried -out by personnel who preferably are neither
the instructional designers nor the managers of the course under study. The first activity
(internal evaluation) is the analysis Of learner performance in the course to determine instances
of deficient or irrelevant instruction, The evaluation team then suggests solutions for the
problems. In the external evaluation; personnel assess lob task performance on the job to
determine the actual performance cf course graduates and other job incumbents, All collected
data, internal and external, can be used as quality control orrinstruction and as input to any
phase of the system for revision,



WHAT ARE SOME SOURCES OF JOB SIGNIFICANT VATA?

There are many sources of data to sUpport a job analysis.

These sources include such things as:

Tech .cal Manuals

Field Manuals

A.rrny Regulations

Circulars and Phampiets

Prorrarns of Instruction

Soldier's Manuals

-Previous Task Lists

Documentation from the Systems Engtneenng Era

Reports from outside agencies, i.e., Army Research Iris
and other military and civilian research organizations
Internal Research Reports

Tables of Organization and Equipment and Tables of Distribu
Allowances

Civilian Publications (technical journals

Equipment Modification Work Orders

CODA? (Comprehensive Occupational 'Data Analysis Pro grarns)
Field Survey

Panels of Experts

urriRRO,

J
professional publications)

WHICH SOURCES OF DATA ARE INCLUDED THE RESOURCE
MANUAL?

Each of the sources listed is useful for fulfilling spec fie needs in the Analysis Phaseof ISD. The Job Analysis Plan should specify exactly wh ch items of data will be needed
and the recommended source(s) for each item. In this wa all the data can be accessed and
ready for use as soon as it is needed. The last three sourc on the list, CODA?, Field
Surveys, and Consensus Groups or Panels, are frequently ci ed in the, Job Aids forspecific items of infonnation. How to use these sources is he subject of this manual.

17



PHASE i

PHASE

PHASE III

PHASE IV

PHASE V

Table 2

ISO BLOCKS IN EACH OF THE FIVE /SD PHASES

ALYZE

1.2

SELECT
TASKS/
F uNCT IONS

E P

.3

CONSTRUCT
JOB
PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

14
01,ANALYZE
EXISTING
COURSES

1.5

0,SELECT
INSTRUCTIONAL
SETTING

U .7
DEVELOP DEVELOP
OBJECTIVES TESTS

33 3 ,
DESCRIBE
ENTRY.
BEHAVIOR

n
DETERMINE
3EOUENCE &
STRUCTURE

17.2
.1 SPECIFY

SPECIFY
LEARNING

INSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

EVENTS/- PLAN
ACTIVITIES DELIVERY

SYSTEM

M 3
REviEwISELECT
EXISTING
MATERIALS

.4

DEVELOP
INSTRUCTION

U3 5

10.
VALIDATE
INSTRUCTION

17.1
IMPLEMENT 17 2
INSTRUCTIONAL O. CONDUCT
MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTION
PLAN

7.1 U.2
CONDUCT CONDUCT
INTERNAL

00
EXTERNAL

EVALUATION EVALUATION
00.

r 3

REVISE
SYSTEM
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V

Table 3

OUTCOMES OF ISD BLOCKS

THE OUTCOMES OF THE BLOCKS ARE
.1 ... a list of tasks performed in a particular job.
.2... a list of tasks selected for training.
.3... a job performance measure for each task selected for instruction.
.4... an analysis of the job analysis, task selection, and performance measure

construction for any existing instruction to determine if these courses are
usable in whole or in part

.5... selection of the instructional setting for task selected for instruction,

.1 a learning objective for and a learning analysis of each task selected for
instruction.

.2... test items to measure each learning objective.

.3... a test of entry behaviors to see if the onguI31 assumptions were correct.

.4... the sequencing of all dependent tasks.

the assification of learning objectives by learning category and the
identification of appropriate learning guidelines.

.2.. the media selections for instructional development and the instructional
management plan for conducting the instruction.

.3... the analySis of Packages of any existing instruction that meets the given
learning objectives.

the development of instruction for all learning objectives where existing

5
materials are not available.

field tested and revised instructional materials

.1 ... documents containing information on time, space, student and instructional
resources, and staff trained to conduct the instruction.

.2... a completed cycle of instruction with information needed to improve it for
the succeeding cycle.

.1... data on instructional effectiveness.

.2... data on lob performance in the field.
.3. instructional system revised on basis of empirical data.-



WHAT SOURCES OF INFORMATION WERE QED IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF JOB AIDS?

Job Aids are not just a re-hash of TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30. We use the
same classification system for ISD phases and the blocks within the phases
as does the TRADOC Pamphlet. However, the guidance and information provided
in the Job Aids come from a variety of sources, the TRADOC Pamphlet being
only one such source. We have gathered information from any source that we
could locate. If the information was judged to be good it was included in the
Job Aids. In some instances the information in the Job Aid is based solely on the
educational technology experience of the project staff.

It is not within the scope of this Introduction to list all sources of information
examined or used in the development of the Job Aids. However, in addition
to TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30 examples of other sources of information would
include the following types:

TRADOC Circulars

DA Pamphlets

Printed Guidance prepared by TRADOC Schools e.g., U.S. Army
Signal Center)

Army Research Institute Documents

HumRRO publications

Other military and civilian agencies

15



WHAT JOB AIDS ARE PRESENTLY AVAILABLE AND WHAT DO
THEY CONSIST OF?

There are thirteen Job Aids presently available. Each Job Aid is comprised
of two documents. A brief description of each is provided below: (A
complete description of how to use each is given on the pages that follow.)

Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts. The Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts (usually
referred to as Flowchart Manuals) are the primary documents used in the
Job Aids. They direct the user to specific plidance, examples and references
provided in the Job Aid Manuals.

Job Aid As stated above, the Job Aid Manuals provide the speci=fic
guidance, examples and references necessary to produce the product specified
by the ISD Block they cover.' In addition, each ;lob Aid Manual contains one
or more Worksheets to use in the development of the product.

Another important part of the Job Aids package is of course the document
you are presently reading, Introduction to the Use of Job Aids and Job
Aid Resource Manual.

The specific Job Aids available (Flowchart Jial and Job Aids Manual
for each).

Job Aid for Selecting Tasks for Training (ISD L2)
Job Aid for Conducting Task Analysis (ISD 1.3)
Job Aid for inalyzMg Existing Courses (ISD 1.4)
Job Aid-for-Selecting Instructional Settings (ISD 15)
Job Aid for Developing Objectives (ISD

Job Aid for Developing Tests (ISD 11.2)

Job Aid fur Describing Entry Behavior (ISD 11.3)

Job Aid for Determining Sequence and Structure (ISD 11.4)
Job Aid for Specifying Learning Events and Activities (ISD 111-I)
Job Aid for Specifying Instructional Management Plan and Delivery
System (ISD 111.2)

Job Aid for Review and Selection of Existing Materials (ISD 111.3)
Job Aid for Developing Instruction (ISD 111.4)

Job Aid for Validating Instruction (ISD 111.5)



WHAT ARE THE MAIN PARTS OF THE F OWCHART MANUAL?

Scan through a few pages of your Flowchart Manual. Observe the following:

Flowchart symbols used

Instructions or questions within the flowchart symbols

Supplemental information opposite most of the flowchart symbols

Flowchart block and page numbering system

For a complete description of each of the main parts of the Flowchart
see the pages that follow.



WHAT FLOWCHART SYMBOLS ARE USED IN THE FLC 1CHART MANUAL?

Flowchart Symbols

Only five symbols are used in the Flowchart Manual. These symbols and the
instructions within them act as a road map to lead you step-by-step throughthe process of developing your particular product. We believe that after youhave gotten used to using the Flowchart Manual you will find it e very useful
control document. The five symbols used are as follows:

Start-Stop `T;ymbol Indicates either the start, or stop
of the activities called for in the
Flowchart Manual.

Decision Sym Indicates that yui must make a
decision at this point which will
determine the path that you take
thru the Flowchart Manual.

Manual Symbol Indicates that you are to refer to
the Job Aid Manual for specific
additional guidance or - instruction
shown in the symbol.

Rectangle Symbol Indicates an activity that must be
--PeifOnnedt-but does--not-require

specific additional guidance or
instruction in the Job Aid Manual.
(In some cases the user is given
the option of going to the Job
Aid Manual to see a completed
example of the activity called for
in the rectangle symbol).

Go To Symbol

8

Indicates a branch to some other
flowchart block. The branch will
either be to a previously encountered
block or will Jump you over blocks
that can be omitted.



WHAT INSTRUCTION Is PROVIDED WITHIN THE FLOWCHART
SYMBOLS?

Each flowchart symbol except the Decision Symbol contains a brief statement
of the'activity that you are to perform. If this activity requires the completion
of part of a Worksheet the specific part of the Worksheet will be identified
(remember, each Job Aid includes one or more Worksheets). Decision blocks
always contain a question that can be answered with a yes or no answer. The
')ranch you take after the decision block wiu depend upon your answer.



WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
PROVIDED IN THE FLOWCHART MANUAL?

o The supplemental information that is located besidemost of the flowchart
serves the following purposes:

Provides a more complete description of the steps or activities that must be
performed in the 1SD Block you are working in than does the flowchart itself.

Refers you to specific pages within the Job Aid Manual for specific guidance,
examples and references needed for completing the activity called for in the

' flowchart block. (This is associated with the Manual symbol.)

For some flowchart blocks (rectangle symbol) examples of the completed activity
are shown in the Job Aid Manual. The supplemental information indicates the
specific page in the Job Aid Manual containing the example. However, the user
has the option of going to the Job Aid Manual to see the example. (The Manual
symbol, on the other hand, requires the user to go to the Job Aid Manual.)

Acts as an executive summary which will allow commanders and supervisors to
obtain a picture of the activities required by the Job Aid without reading the
entire Job Aid Manual.

WHAT IS THE FLOWCHART BLOCK AND PAGE NUMBERING SYSTEM?

The flowchart block and page numbering system is as follows:

--Flowchart blocks are numbered so that they can be easily referred to.

The page numbers in each of the 13 Flowchart Manuals are preceded by an
identifying letter unique to a specific ISD Block. (E.g, The Flowchart Manual
pages for ISD Block 1.2 go from A-1 to A-15 whereas for ISD Block 1.3 the
Flowchart Manual pages go from B-1 to 845.) This same page numbering systemis also used in the Job Aid Manuals.



HOW DO 1 USE THE JOB AID MANUAL AND WHAT ARE THE
MAIN PARTS OF 7T?

It is unlikely that you will need to refer to every page in the Job Aid Manual.
As previously stared, the Job Aid Manuals are used as supplc-ments to the Flow-
chart Manuals that direct you to specific pages within the Job Aid Manuals.
Therefore, DO NOT ATTEMPT TO USE THE JOB AID MANUALS INDEPENDENTLY
OF THE FLOWCHART MANUALS.

Scan through a few pages of your Job Aid Manual. Observe the following:

Partial flowcharts shown at the top of pages

Questions written in script that appear on most pages

Completed, or partially completed examples of Worksheets

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE PARTIAL FLOWCHARTS AT THE
TOP OF SOME PAGES OF THE JOB AID MANUAL?

When you axe referred to the Job Aid Manual you will find a partial flowchart at
the top of the Job Aid Manual page. You are to remal-.1 workin with the Job
Aid Manual until you come to -8.nother_partial flowchart. Then return to the
Flowchart Manual.

The partial flowcharts are identical to those shown in the Flowchart Manual.
-They-serveas-an additiorial-reminder 01-:the -activity-being-dealt-with at-the
moment.

11



WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE QUESTIONS WRITTEN IN SCRIPT
THAT APPEAR ON SOME PAGES OF THE JOB AID MANUAL?

The questions written in -script are our way of telling_ you what follows. They
highlight such things as:

The purpose of performing a certain activity

How the activity is performed

What sources are available for performing the activity and how good they are

What the Worksheet looks like after the activity is performed

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE COMPLETED OR PART/ALLY
COMPLETED EXAMPLES OF WORKSHEETS?

g As previously stated, every Job 4id Manual use one or more Worksheets
(located in a pocket at the back of the Manual). The Worksheets permit you toproduce (and document) the product called for in the ISIS Block;

Whenever you are required to make an entry on a Worksheet an example of that
type of entry will be shown in the Job Aid Manual and will usually be circled soas to make it stand out. It is hoped that these examples will give you a clear ideaof what is required on the Worksheet.

12



WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN AND WHAT DO I DO NOW?

In this Introduction we have attempted to explain the following:

What Job Aids are

The classification system (ISIS Phases and Blocks) used in the Job Aids

Sources of information used in the development of Job Aids

Job Aids presently available

A description of Flowchart Manuals

A description of Job Aid Manuals

If you feel that you have an adequate understanding of the above, return to the
Flowchart Manual now. You-will be referred to specific pages in the Resource
Manual (the remainder of this document) as you need the inforrnation contained
in them. Do not attempt to read the Resource Manual now.

RETURN TO THE FLOWCHART MANUAL NOW

13



JO AIDS RESOURCE MANUAL



HOW CAN THE RESOURCE MANUAL HELP ME?

The purpose of-this resource mannal is to assist you in the formation of a data-
based system for cl,2rcision makin in the Analysis Phase of the Instructional Systems
Development (ISD). Ii ox-civ,- co make logical and objective decisions based on conditions
and needs in the 'acid you r.hist collect, organize, analyze, and document job significant
data (infor=tion). 3uch data includes many specifics under the broad categories of
job backg:ound dat, target population data, and critical task data. The specifications
of specific data requirements and sources of this data should be part of the overall
Job Analysis Plan.

16



WHAT ARE SOME SOURCES OF JOB SIGNIFICANT VATA?

There are sources of data to support a job analysis.

These sources include such things as:

Tech .cal Manuals

Field Marnials

Army Regulations

Circulars and Pharripiets

Programs of Instruction

Soldier's Manuals

-Previous Task Lists

Documentation from the Systems _ngineering Era
Reports from outside agencies, i.e., Army Research Institute, HurriFtRO,
and other military and civilian research organizations
Internal Research Reports

Tables of Organization and Equipment and Tables of Distribu
Allowances

Civilian Publications (technical journals and professional publications)
Equipment Modification Work Orders

CODA? (Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs)
Field Survey

Panels of Experts

WHICH SOURCES OF DATA ARE INCLUDED THE RESOURCE
MANUAL?

Each of the sources listed is useful for fulfilling spec fic needs in the Analysis Phase
of ISD. The Job Analysis Plan should specify exactly wh ch items of data will be needed
and the recommended source(s) for each item. In this wa all the data can be accessed and
ready for use as soon as it is needed. The last three sourc on the list, CODAP, Field
Surveys, and Consensus Groups or Panels, are frequently ci ed in the Job Aids for
specific items of infomiation. How to use these sources he subject of this manual.

17
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To provide personnel mrm:agers and training managers vth the reliable job data
needed for job and task analysis, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel has selected tile
occupational sumey questionnaire for data collection and CODAP i Comprehensive
OccupatiGnal Data Analysis Rrom-amso as the system for processing, reporting, and anal-
yzing this data. The combination of ::::-stionnaire and CODAP is currently being used by
all the L.S. Armed Forces to support ..ieir occupational survey and job analysis efforts.
This automated data system provides information in such areas as: duties and tasks
performed by job and duty incumbents: types of equipment, tools, and vehicles used
and maintained: special skills and knowledge which must he met by job incumbents;
quality and quantity of training received or requUied: physical and mental demands; and
special items piiaining to personal and job background information, work environment,
and job satisfaction.
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WHEW SHOULD CODAP ' EP ORT BE USED?

Whenever data has :beady been prepared by CODAP it should be used in _
to school conducted surveys in order to prevent duplication, of effort. CODAP has the
canability of supplying all your data needs. It is the responsibility of each Army service
school to initially provide the Army Occupational Survey Prog-am i.vith the input it must
have to supply your job analysis needs, and also to develop a job analysis plan which
",vs sufficient time accEss the necessary data.

Of particular use Ai job analysis are Group Summary Reports. The Job Aids
*gent that you obtain these reports for documenting such information tasks
rforrneci in each duty position (ask for GPSUM6 report for your MOS), and percentage

of soldiers in the skill level performing each task (ask ft r GPSUM 2).* Given sufficient
lead time CODAP can also make up special reports to provide ratings on task selection
factors such as, time to train OJE, consequences of inae,equate performance, and proba-
bility of emergency performance (ask for FACSUM report).

HOW ARE CODAP REPORTS -ETADIEV?

In order to obtain CODAP data you should first c ieck with your supe or
the information you need has already been accessed. If iv has not, write to:

Commander
US Aimy Military Personnel Center
ATTN: DAPCMSP-D
2641 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22311

or call:

9? q493 (AUTO VON' 221-9272/9493).

Allow at least three weeks for the reports to arrive at your school. The necessary
lead time could be much longer if you are requesting special information which CODAP
has not yet collected. It is recommended that you obtain the two official guides from
NULPERCEN: the US Army Military Occupational Bank, and the US Army Occupa-
tional Survey Program.

oKeep in mind that these percentages are based on the peacetime conditions in which soldiers are
presently being surveyed, Adjustments should be made for combat tasks.
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WHAT IS A FORMAL FIELD SORVFV?

A formal field survey is similar to the type of Qt1-05tionnairo survey conducted by
the Array Occunational Survey Frog-ham, only it ts con:tut:zee! by iiitructional development
personnel within an Army service r-chool.

The use of questionnaires permits the job analysis team to make limited contact with
large numbers of personnel; thus large amounts of information can be collected at a rela-
tively low east. Questionnaires can be mailed to personnel who are asked to complete
and return them, or they can be administered to groups of job incumbents arid 'or super-
visors by local personnel who have the responsibility and authority to make sure all
questionnaires are completed and retunt,1?d.

WHEN SHOULD FORMAL FIELD SLLVEYS JJ USED?

Whenever time does not allow you to access infornyltion from the Army Occupa-
tional Survey Prop'a_rn, an alternate data collection meth ti may be used. Formal field

zue sd as a 11 (1 0.1. a source in Luc ir. -Jot) Sho;i1O you dt!cpcke
to conduct a forrnal field sur.ey be sure to obtain permission from MILPERCEN in
accordance with the giiidelines in AR 600-4-5.
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fiOW 1S A FIEL.V SURGE' 0t ESi IONLA: _IESIGNED?

Types of Question

There are two t questionnaires, the c.osed form( and the open form. We
suggest using the closed form, contains a list of possible items to be selected or
blanks to he filled m with words or numbers. (For an example of a closed form ques-
tionnaire, see appendix A.) This form ha s several adva_ntaps over the other alternative,
the open form, It is likely to take a minimum amount of time to fill out, thus increasinc
the chances that it will be completed and returneth The process of tabulating and sum-
marizing responses is simpler and less time consuming than with an open form questionnaire.
Muchine tabulation and computer analysis of the completed forms are practical when a
large number of quesrionnaires is used,

A properi desig-ned closed form questionnaire is difficult to prepare, The desig-ner
must be sure to include all possible responses expected from any of the soldiers who
will complete the questionnaire, The items must be constructed on the form so that
theb clearly communicate to the user exactly what the designer is trying to ask. The
greatest single problem with research methods is improperly worded questionnaires, as they
produce faiiiiy data, you imend to design your own questionnaires we suggest consult-
ing the following guides:

:lorsh, J.E. and rcher, \'.B, Procedural guide for conducting occupational
surveys in the United States Air Force (PRL-TRA7-11). Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas: Personnel Research Laboratory, rospace Medical
Di%asion, AU Force Systems Command. September

Jacob T.O. Developing questionnaire items: how to da it well Human
urces Research Organization (HumRRO), 300 North Washington Street,

Alexandria, Virnia 22314.



WHAT SHOULD E INCLUPED OH THE TONNAIRE

The details of the forms you use will be cieteiiiiined by:

1. how you will tabulate and summarize the results, and

2. what information you wish to collect.

How you will tabulate and summarize results will be cl,-:Etermined by whether you
have available a computer and other automated data handling equipment and by the
number of people surveyed. To determine what information you wish to collect, you
should consider the total data requirement for the training development process. Theca
data requirements should be predetermined in the job analysis plan so that as much infor-
mation as possible can be obtained in a single questionnaire survey effort.

One note of caution about the design of your question __ is that you should keep
the questionnaire as short as practical. In general, the forms should be designed so they
can be completed in two hours or less. One way you can save time on a complex
task inventory is to list :7,2'. tasks under their anprooriate duty position title. This
will permit the soldier to rapidly scan groups of tilts not performed and then pro-
ceed to the next duty position.

WHAT TYPE OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING AND
"v iNIS ERING THE QUESTIONNAIRES SHOHID 6t=

After the formal field survey questionnaires have been written, the instructions for
completing and administering the questionnaires should be prepared. These instructions
should include:

For the user an introduction explaining the pur:iose and
importance of participating in the field survey.

ger ml instructions explaining how the questionnaire
is to be completed.

o For the project officer

(When questionnaire is
not self-administered)

For examples of these types of

general instructions regarding responsibilities.

specific instructions for administering the ques-
tionnaire in a controlled environment.

instructions, see Appendix B.
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,=.;.-,:a111;7.11,:)11:, and io provide you with tric
nve-ed data rue complexity of the NIOS. the availability and quality of publisned,ourees jc.ib information, and the number of people in he particular lob %rill :tern-tine

much and ',vita: kinds of information you need to collect. This will stronef.
mrhience the make-up and size of your :sample. 1-7 the complexity and amount of required
data are -,Treal, the number of organizations and mdividuals intervie,*.:d will increase. Is
a general rule, your survey sample should be zts large as= ttyossible. This is particularly true
if you do not have personnel available with the responsibility and authority to assure that
most of your questionnaires vill be completFd. You should make an attempt to obtain asample that represents Inc distribution of individuals in the N1OS according to commandand skill level. Review of personnel records, either by personnel etnploye-es, members of
your job analysis team, or your field representatives who will conduct the survey will be
required to obtain data upon which to base choices for your survey,

s:) In seiectiniz UNITS for sampling, you should select units that:
. nave at least a small number of job holders and supervisors who do the
baricular lob to be analv:nd [-trier-ably, von 5houid choo 1111:t_
o lave 0 rL=1ativtly small number of job holders, and some that nave
lattL:e numbers.

2. are izeoz-rariMcally and e. v oilmen-mill; representative.

0 In seleetmc iNDIVIDIJALS within thc units, you should select :1 croon madt, onof individuals who:

1. nerform and supervise the job being analyzed
2. perform with average satisfactory proficiency
3. are representative in terms of lenfah of time on the job
4. arc: representative in terms of training.

For certain types of information you vill also want to choose at least a few job holders or
supervisors who are acknowit.tded experts at the job.
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Trial Run (Validatio o f Instrurnants)

Before sending out the total number of questionnaires you intend us _ may
wish to send out a small number. This v, 11 permit you to check the initial re alts and
possibly make some changes in your Questionnaires or instructions. Then you will send
out what you hope will be the total number of questionnaires required.

oup Administration

The ideal way to :administer questionnaires is goup administration. Where
local responsible 'official and his assistants schedule tl e administration he should do
the follwving:

Make certain that only eligible individual

Read the administrative instructions

Provide any necessary assistance in completing the questionnaires

Return the completed ouestIonrultrs to the school

administration area

individual Administration

Often, particularly with individuals at remote stations, group administrati on is
impractical. In these cases, it is sometimes effective to send the questionnaires to a
responsible officer and request that they be returned by a reasonable suspense date.
Careful attention should be paid to the instructions for administration or self-
administration. If your command has no authority to require that a suspense date
be met, then you must either obt2in the concurrence of a command with that
authority, or be willing to accept a reduced percentage return.

Return of Questionnaires

How much confidence can you have in the validity of your questionnaire if you
get less than a 100 percent return? Less and less confidence can be expected with each
reduction in the percentage returned. What can you do if you are not satisfied with the
percentage of returns of the questionnaires? We suggest you try the following:

1) Send out more forms to different people and hope for better results.

Recontact some of the first sample and try to encourage them to return
the questionnaires.

Visit a random sample of those who did not respond and compare their
forced responses with the voluntary responses. Then you and your super-
visors will have to decide how much chance you are willing to take that
the data you have received presents a sufficiently accurate picture of the
job as it really exists.
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(1,V, A NEL OF EXPER,

thod a group of personnel, selected for their expemencv end knowledu e
of the is brought together to confer about the required job analysis data Panels may

of one or more of the following types of members:

1) Subject Matter E x rt f -,1 Es)

These are personnel found at your school who are ackl __died experts
in the tasks, duty positions or MOS you are analyzing. They may be
found among instructors or ISD personnel who hold the MOS. SNIEs
may or may not have had recent field experience.

b Incumbents

This uoup includes those who are restmtly holding the jobsiperformin,_
the tasks/ you are interested in, c -ho have recently held the job-,;. Tne
more recent the better. More than three Years away from the field would
disqualify a potential panel member.

Job Supervisors

This group includes those who are p _ -ently or have rccentiv (within the
past three years) supervised soldiers in the jobs /tasks you are interested in.

Job incumbents and job supervisors may be found on the post where your school is
located or at other locations. Check the TOEs and TO as to find out where personnel
may assigied. personnel usigned to your pc:: are most conveniently asserno
they may not be completely representative of job incumbents/supervisors serving in o'h-r
locations. Also, they probably have been heavily burdened by school surveys, pa :
already due to their proximity to the school. Therefore, personnel from other for
may have to be used.
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Pan ,-ports _I a good .-.±Iterna

CODAP i5 available

time and funds are inadeq conductin7 a field s iry
the type of information reoutrod can be reliably provided. by a sr al group

WHEN ARE SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS USED?

With c. is method, a coup of highly experienced personnel is brought together torecord and organize the required job analysis data. This method is particularly useful incollecting job data on new jobs or on managerial and supervisory jobs where many ofthe most critical behaviors are not directly observable. Since the members of a panel ofSMEs are experts in the INIOS being analyzed, their col) 1.-_tive effort should be decisionsabout the requirements of the in general, their greatest effectiveness is in evaluatingand making decisions about job data that have been collected from other sources byother means.

WHR ARE RECENT JOE INCLIMIT-71,17S A-D ar ER RS USED?

With this method, a group of job incumbents, job supe Asors, or a combination ofthese, is brought together to provide information about their jobs. The primary functionof this type of panel is to provide information about their jobs, not to make decisions.Another name for this type of panel is Consensus Group.

HOW IS A PANEL ASSEMBLED?

The panel is a relatively inexpensive and easy approach to collecting data. Three toseven persons is the number recommended to make up the panel. Whenever possible, youwant panel members to be representative of different locations arid types of units in thefield. While many experts may be available within your school it is critical that theirviews be balanced by those of persons serving presently or recently in the field. If all ofthe panel members come from schools, there may be a tendency for the outcome to reflectwhat exists in training rather than what actually exists on the job.
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JOS INVENTORY
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Appendix B

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

FOR

CLO !!) FORM QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Introduction (for user of questionnaire)

2. General Instructions (for user of questionnaire)

3. General Instructions (for project officer)

4. Specific Instructions for Administering Questionnaire
(for project of when questionnaire is administered
in a controlled environment.
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TO: USER OF QUESTIONNAIRE

INTRODUCTION

TO THE NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER..

This questionnaire is part of a field survey designed to identify tasks for military
police training. Its specific purpose is to obtain from you, the Noncommissioned Office
information on task criticality and frequency of performance. Feedback gained from
this questionnaire will play a major part in redesigning the Noncommissioned Officer
Advanced Education System The ultimate goal is to design training so that it reflects
what we have learned from you in the field. This goal is possible only with your full
cooperation. Consider each task listed in this questionnaire carefully and give your best
response. Your contriblition is essential to a successful survey.



TO: USER OF QUESTIONNAIRE

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Complete this survey questionnaire within the time specified by your unit project
officer and return it to him upon completion.

Because instructions for completing each part of this y questionnaire are
different, read all instructions carefully.

Part II requires that you supply biographical information. This information will be
used to correlate feedbacl: received from the field. Print all answers in the spaces
provided on the appropriate survey questionnaire page.

In the upper right corner of each page of Part III, Task Inventory, of this surveyquestionnaire is BOOKLET NUMBER block. Immediately to, the left of this
block is the individual booklet number. Print the individual booklet number in the
BOOKLET NUMBER Kock on each page of the Task Inventory as demonstrated inthe example.

EXAMPLE:

(000345)

BOOKLET NUMBER

0 1 2 4

1 7

1 3 4 6 7 8 9

Part III, Task Inventory, is divided into nine (9) separate sections (Sections I-IX).The content of these sections concerns tasks you may perform in your present duty
assignment. You are asked to rate each task in accordance with three criteria -
frequency of task performance, immediacy of task performance, and importance oftask to mission success.

Base all selections on your experience in your 131.sent, duty assignment.

Column A requires that you rate how often pu perform each task on a scale
from one to four. The criterion for this ratin the frequency of task per-
formance. Those tasks performed most frequently will normally be rated four
while those tasks not performed at all will be rated one.
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b. Column B requires that you determine how soon you must be capable of per-
formthg each task after reporting to your present duty assignment. The cri-
terion for this rating is the immediacy of task performance. Of the four
possible responses, select the one mast nearly describing your requirements.
Select response number foul for those tasks which you must be capable of
performing immediately upon reporting for duty. Select response number one
for those tasks which you never perform.

Column C requires .that you describe, in your opinion, how important each
task is to mission success. The criterion for this rating is the importance of
the task to the accomplishment of the unit mission. Those tasks that, in
your opinion, are most important to mission success will be rated four while
those tasks that you consider least important will be rated one.

After selecting, enter your responses for each task, using either a rvn or pencil, in
the answer portion adjacent to the appropriate task statement as demonstrated in
the example,

E MPLE: The task PREPARE CORRESPONDENCE, if rated as performed
FREQUENTLY in Column A, identified as must be capable of performing
IMMEDIATELY in Column B, and determined by you to be MOST
IMPORTANT in Column C, would be entered in the answer portion, as
shown below.

PREPARE CORRESPONDENCE 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2

0110001E
After each section of Part III, Task Inventory_ , is a Write-In Section. These write-in
sections are provided in order that you may comment on each task inventory section,
or list any task(s) you think should be included in the Task Inventory. These sections
also allow you to comment on those tasks that you find are the most difficult for
you to perforni.
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TO: PROJECT OFFICER

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROJECT OFFICER

General. The Military Police School is currently involved in redesigning basic
military police training to produce military policemen better equipped to perform
when they reach the unit. The emphasis is toward training replacements in tasks
actually being performed in the field. The questionnaires in this packet are designed
to identify those tasks.

The care with which you, the project officer, administer the questionnaires will
determine the accuracy of field feedback and, consequently, the success or failure
of this project.

Surrey Packet Contents.

Questionnaire

b. Supervisor Questionnaire

c. Project Officer Instructions

d. Answer Sheets for Questionnaire
e. Pencils for use on answer sheets.

Responsibilities.

a. Unit Commander The unit commander is requested to appoint a project officer
and to monitor administration of the survey.

Project Officer. The project officer is responsible for the control and handling
of questionnaires, for the administration of the questionnaires, and for returning
completed and unused questionnaires to the Military Police School.

uestionnaire Administrator. The project officer may appoint someone to
administer the questionnaire, if necessary. Normally, however, it is recom-
mended that the project officer administer the questionnaire himself.

4. About the Questionnaires.

a Questionnaire. This questionnaire is designed to identify tasks being performed
by military policemen in the field and the frequency with which each task
is performed.

b. Supervisor Questionnaire. The supervisor questionnaire is programmed to pro-
vide feedback on task criticality, probability of deficient performance,
frequency with which each task is performed.
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tWho Takes The Questionnaire. The project officer is responsible for selecting
individuals to take the questionnaires (respondents) within their units. Those
selected must meet the requirements listed below:

a. The questionnaire respondent must:
(1) Be in an M.P. duty assignment (actually performing M.P. duties)
(2) Have been on the job at least 90 days

b. The respondent to the Supervisor Questionnaire must:
(1) Command or supervise M.P. personnel

(2) Have been in a command or supervisory position in the unit for 90 days.
(Assign questionnaires proportionately among officers and NCO's.)

6. Questionnaire Administration.

a. Questionnaire. The questionnaire will be administered in a controlled environ-
ment. Persons participating in the survey will be allowed two hours to complete
the questionnaire and will turn the questionnaire and answer sheets in to the
questionnaire administrator prior to'leaving the survey area. Individual question-
naires and their accompanying answer sheets will be kept together.

See attached item for the procedure to be followed in administering the
questionnaire.

b. Supervisor Questionnaire. Supervisors selected as respondents for this ques-
tionnaire will be allowed to sign for the questionnaire and take it with them.
They will complete the questionnaire and return it to the project officer within
a time frame he specifies. This time frame must be compatible with the
suspense date to the Military Police School.

Questionnaire Handling. Questionnaires and answer sheets become FOR OFFICIAL
USE ONLY when completed. For ease of accounting, each questionnaire and its
accompanying answer sheets are numbered. All questionnaires must be retur led to
the Military Police School whether they are used or not. Instructions for returning
the questionnaires to the Military Police School are contained in the basic letter.
If you have any problems or questions, contact (NOTE: Give name or names,
address, and telephone number).
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TO: PROJECT OFFICER ADMINISTERING QUESTIONNAIRE IN A-CONTROLLED
ENV I RONM ENT

ADMINISTERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE

A-1. Preparation. A classroom or training room equipped with desks will provide the
most ideal site for admthistering the questionnaire. Questionnaires, answer sheets,and two electrographic pencils should be issued to participants after everyone whois to take the questionnaire has arrived. This ensures that everyone starts together.

A-2. Instructions, The questionnaire administrator will present the following instructions.
a. "Is there anyone here who is not working in an M.P. duty position? Is there

anyone here who has not been assigned to their present duties at least 90 days?If so, please leave at this time."
b. "Will everyone at this time please read the first page in the questionnaire whichhas been issued to you.-

(Note to the,administrator: It must be emphasized that your enthusiasm for
this project or lack of it will be contagious. It is important that you demon-
strate a positive attitude to the participants. Allow time for the first page tobe read and underline the importance of the questionnaire with the followingstatement.)

"I would like to stress the importance of this questionnaire. The Military
Police School wants to design training to fit the job in the field. You arethe only people who can tell them what they need to know. Please think
through each question and give your best answers."
"Turn to Part I, Biographical Information, and answer questions 1-13.
When you have finished, lay your pencil On the desk so I will know whento proceed to the next step."

d. "Now read the instructions found in Part II."
(Note to the administrator: Allow reasonable
moving to the next step.)

"Are there any questions?"

"As you read in the instructions, there are nine answer sheets accompanying
your questionnaire. Take the answer sheets and number them one through
nine to correspond to the first nine sections in Part III of the questionnaire.If you do not have nine answer sheets, raise your handI have extra ones.
Use a separate answer sheet for each section. Answer only the number of
questions listed in each and move to the next section and answer sheet. It
is not necessary to write your name, rank, the date, or course at the top
of the answer sheet. Also, disregard the blocks marked score, grade, extra
points, and social security number."

for everyone to finish before



"Because of the size of this survey, these answer sheets will be read by
machine. You must use the special pencils provided so that the machine can
read the answers. When marking your answer, take care to fill the vertical
rectangle outlining the letter as shown by the example on page 4 of the

instructions. Also, please be sure not to make any stray marks on the

answer sheets. Finally, do not fold the answer sheets."

"All answers must be based on your experience in this your present unit. Do
not call on experience in previous units. This means that if you do not per-
form a particular task in your present unit, you must mark 'do not perform
this task' on your answer sheet.

"You may begin answering Part III. Remember Section ten, the written
section. When you finish answering all questions, insert your answer
sheets into the questionnaire and turn them in to me. You may leave
when you are finished. Are there any questions?"

Conclusion. After everyone has taken the questionnaire, ensure that all ques-
tionnaires and answer sheets are accounted for. Collect the pencils provided so
that they may be returned to the Military Police School along with the question-

naires and answer sheets.
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.JOB AID FOR

DEVELOPING OBJECTIVES

ISO 11.1

Manual

This is the 5th in a series of ISD Job Aids for use in instructional design and
development. This volume is 'to be used as a supplement to the primary document,
"Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts ISD II.1 Develop Objectives The
flowchart document will direct you to specific guidance, examples, and references pro-
vided in this volume. If you do not have the primary flowchart document, request
it from your supervisor.

E-I

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the terminology, `11e/she," the terms,
"he," "him," and his," as well as "men," are intended
to include both the masculine and feminine gender. Any
exceptions to this usage will be so noted.
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The purpose of this job aid is twofold. First, it-will guide you in the actual
writing of correctly stated learning objectives. Second, it will explain the
mechanics of deriving learning objectives-from Task Summary Sheets by meansof learning analysis.

NOTE THAT LEARNING ANALYSIS IS DIFFERENT FROM TASK ANALYSIS.

Performing a task and learning to perform task are two different things.
Details of how a task is performed, from the first step to the last, have already
been carefully documented in the products of ISD 1.3 (the Task 'Analysis Work-Sheet and the Task Summary Sheet). In order,to design, instruction to trainsoldiers to perform the tasks on the job, it is necessary to. translate TASKS into

TERMINAL LEARNING ORIECTIVES (TLOs) and task ELEMENTS, and certainenabling SKILLS and KNOWLEDGES, into LEARNING OBJECTIVES (L0s).All of these learning objectives (both TLOs and LOs) describe what a soldiermust be able to do during and at the completion of training,

Thus,the task analysis describes the task in its on-the-job performance sequence,while the learning analysis describes the task in its complexity sequence. In
learning analysis, the most complex skill, the task itself is broken down into
all its simpler skills until the entry level skills of the target population arereached. (Entry level skills are skills which the trainees already possess and .therefore do not require training.)

Later, in ISO 11.4, Sequence and Structure Objectives, the order in which the
learning objectives are most easily learned is determined.
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Summary of the differences between these three s

ISO Block 1.3 Conduct Task Analysis 11.1 Develop Objectives 11.4 Sequence and Structure Objectives

Analysis

Task of
Based on:

Performance Sequence
Partial

Learning Sequence

Complete
Learning Sequence

TLO

LO

LO

LO

LO

LO

LO

LO

LO

LO

LO

1.0 Lubricate ings on car

1.1 Assembre equipment

L2 Use fittings hart

1.3 Identify fittings

A Locate fittings

1.5 Clean fittings

1.6 Operate lute gun

1 .7 Charge fittings

1 Wipe fittings

1.9 Cleaniube gun

1.10 Replace equipment

1.0 Lubricate fittings on car

Group One Objectives

1.2

1.4

Group Two Objectives

1.6

1.7

1.9

Group Three Objectives

1.10

1.0 Complex

1.1 1.4

1.3 1.6

1.f1 If

Simple

,

SHORTHAND PYRAMID

DERIVED BY LEARNING

ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVES

1) Given a list of task statements, translate them into correctly stated terminal
learning objectives with their enabling learning objectives.

2) Given the appropriate worksheets, document for each task the enabling skills
and knowledges derived by learning analysis, and the learning objectives needed.
to train the task.
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E -6

WORKSHEETS USED

Examples of worksheets used in this block can be found as follows:

Learning Objectives Documentation Sheet, shown on page E-7.
2) 3" x 5- Learning Pyramid cards, shown on page E-8.

The Shorthand Pyramid, which displays the learning analysis, may, be
developed and shown- on any large sheet of paper. We suggest using
newsprint, or butcher paper, about 2 feet x 3 feet. Each task elementeind'
each enabling skill and knowledge is written in short form (action statementonly), on the 3 x cards provided with this job aid and, taped on the
large sheet of paper. In this way it can be changed irneeded as the
pyramid develops. (If 'space permits, the cards can be arranged on a table
top or bulletin board. They are easier to work with when not taped down.)

DESCRIPTIVE FLOWCHART

The flowchart on pages E-79 and E-80 shows the steps in the:use of the job
aid for developing objectives. The flowchart will be useful to you in getting
a clear picture of the overall process used in this job aid. A more completely
described flowchart is provided in JOb Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts
ISIS 11.1 Develop Objectives pages E-3 thru E-13.
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Example Pa 'ally Completed )

D IT I Develop Obv..ctives

LEARNING OBJECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET
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White LP Card
(Example)

Task ;'r

Instructional Setting_

Learning Objective

Group Letter

Sequence

Action Statement:

Task

Element/Enabling S&K #

Learning Category/Subcategory

Learning Objective #_

Yellow LP Card
(Example)

Action Statement:

Group Letter

Sequence

56
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Example:
SHORTHAND PYRAMID (Learning Analysis)

GET F 110% POINT A TO POINT H

1

1_

ORIENT MAP
AND COMPASS

FITE PPRET

MAP

USE LEGEND

MATCH SYMBOLS
TG ACTUAL

TERRAIN

MATCH SYMBOLS
TO LEGEND

1015TiTY
..1B01.5

IDENTITY
COLORS

IDENTITY
SHAPES

1

USE COM PASS

USE GMT]
SYSTEM

HIKE WITH PACK

READ COMPASS

READ COMPASS

VALUES FROM
SCALE

1

SIGHT

COMPASS

APPLY puLTS
FOR USING
COMPASS

ALIGN POINTS
WITH SCALE

1_
HEAD VALUES

AITII
INTERPOLATION

iTTENTIEy
GRADUATION

MARKS

APPLY HULKS
op DipLcrioN
Fon READING

1

NTiFY
ZERO

HEIEHENEE
POINT

1

IDENTITY
UTILE POINTER

1

AVOID MAGNETIC
ATTRACTIONS

TO SYMpT TTY THIS
EXAMPLE THESE
ITT ms IIAVL ETES
OMITTED
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from blocks 1 and 4

to block 8

F.10
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Tram bloc!

to block. 1 1

What 0 o hip between a ta.6 Ia 6,tat
("Old LtS te211-71-i _eaAning ob jec-tiue (TLO ) ?

0 Both task stater ci '110s consist of the same three parts

Conditions Statement Action Statement Standards Statement

Description of the condition(s)
of performanceWhat IS presented
to the soldier

Description of the action or
behaviorWhat the soldier is
expected to do

A statement of the output or
outcome of the performance and
the standard(s) of performance

0 The terminal lc trning objective may be identical to the task statement. or it may
he a modified version, depending upon how practical it is to obtain on-the-job
performance in the training setting. The following discussion of the levels of

-__tives will clarify this point.

E.12



r.-L; OF Objcc_'tiv Carr b e written at several
It's important to understand what these levels are because they are the basis of
test and course development. Understanding these levels can also help you judge
the adequacy of the objectives.

1

Level 1 Objectives -=--= Task Statements
Level 1 objectives tell what must be done on the job. These are LI ,, actual
task statements prepared by the job/task analyst in the Job Analysis phase,
ISD i.1. Statements of the critical tasks, selected for training in 1SD 1,2, are

Inputs to this job aid.

Level 2 Objectives - Terminal Learning Objectives (TLC) s)
Level 2 objectives are essentially Level 1 objectives which may be modified to
match the training resources and safety requirements. Level 2 objectives tell
what a soldier must be able to do at the end of traink, not necessarily in
an operational environment (on- the -job). TLOs are outputs of this job aid,

Level 3 Objectives - Learning Objectives (LOs)
Level 3 objectives refer to the enabling skills/knowledges for whole task,
which are not directly useful by themselves. These are -translated from the
task elements and certain skills/knovledges which must be learned in order to
perform the elements. Thus, Level 3 objectives tell what a soldier must do
and know (skills and knowledges) as a prerequisite for doing Level 2
objectives. LOs are also outputs of this job aid.

E-13
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O Thu..- in many cases the 'l I,0 and the task statement wilt be identical bthe t themselves can be duplicated in the training environment. In those
cases the is no need to write a new 'FLO, the task statement is the T1-0

© In other
standards

inly portions of the actual required behavior, conditions, and
the job work c~ rn lie represented in the school setting. Then the

behavior, and/or conditions and /or standards may require revision to make them
compatible with the training environment.

O In ;till c ther cases, the terminal learning objectives (TLOs) will represent
behavior .curately, but will not requiie the ultimate level of proficiency that
is required on the job. In many troubleshooting, maintenance, and repair tasks,
job conditions require speed and proficiency which cannot readily he achieved
in school. It is expected that these high levels of speed and proficiencV will be
achieved on the job idler initial school training.

`Thus, when on of the task statement must be changed to meet: therequirements/ ons of the training situation, your aim is to provide practical,
high fidelity measurement alternatives, (TLOs which approximate the task asnearly as possible).

E 14



from block 10

to t.;!cr,tk 12

(Matte cizt. I obtLt a Le.aitstiRg Objective Documentatioa S(_
0 [Q[) Sheets are avail:Ae for cluplicatio__ in the pocket at. hack Of this manual.

To so, an example of a I-null:illy e(-31-npleted LOD Sheet, refer to page E-7.

E 15



front block

10 block 13
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What don the Levmolg
Zook Zike whem, SccLLo I Iia.o been comp. ete&

Objective Docrwrlea tation Sheet

EXAMPLE:

IS D II I Develnp

LEARNING OBJECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET

5FC A/L,e-rr
(1,1 ay. a+, s s
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from block 12

13

e6
E- 18 \



vat doe LOV Sh o Lae when 1-1 umbeit. and

tAti,ezi na_12. 3 ez an=e "teco4ded in Sectica Fl?

EXAMPLE:

ISOIIIWev Ob!ectleef,

LEARJTIJI0 OBJECTIVES DOCTITIENTATIA T

,15.1,4 I

E -19
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from block14

li

Acr,tr: ta,
I Uff ar, 00 I.

ti}

.r.00t 000,0,1,10ra a.trarh r

w.

0,r1C,:arrrr

110.1 aefrrarrit
le rr skeri,Pi)

How do 1 decide cvhali -to accep_
action "statement .he TLO?

the

Look only at-the action statement of the task, _onditiOns and standards state-m,ents will be considered separately). Is this an 'action which could be performedin a training setting? If so, accept the action statement for the task as the actionstatement for the TLO. If this action could not he performed as stated in the
training setting you must modify it. (This would he very unusual since mostactions could be performed in the training envii-onment with modification ofonly the conditions and standards).

For example, you could accept this action statement: Load, reduce a stoppage,
-unload, and clear an M60 machine gun.

You could not accept this one:

Shoot known enemy personnel.

This statement would have to he mod

If you decide to rewrite the action statement, study the following

The ACTION statement tells what the trainee does.
Every objective (whether TLO or LO) should state precisely what the traineemust do. The statement of performance must he clear enough for tha
formance to be trained and tested, Examples of performances stated in °Nee-

o Climb the lophone pole
G Disassemble an M-16 rifle
o State conditions for which a tourniquet should be applied
* Camouflage the helmet

Add two five-digit numbers,.



Use an action verb

Note in the examples on the previous page that every statement of per -
furinance includes an action verb. This verb usually is the key to the per-
formance. It tells what must be done. For example, in the statement of
performance, "State conditions for which a tourniquet should be applied,"
the action verb is "State." You can test a soldier's ability to state these
conditions. Suppose that the statement of performance had read, "Under-
stand the conditions for which a tourniquet should be applied." Wpuld you
know what to test? How would you know when a student "Understands"
the conditions? By using an action verb the performance becomes both
measurable and observable.

Clarify main intent if necessary by using an indicator. Sometimes the
action verb is not the key to the performance to be trained and tested. It
may he only the indicator of the performance. Any time that you can't
point to the performance itself, the action verb should specify the appropri
ate indicator of that performamie. For example, consider the statement of
performance "Add two five-digit numbers." It is clear that the performance
called for is "adding." But how do you know when someone successfully
adds two numbers? Obviously, an indicator must be supplied, since you can't
observe the act of adding. So you would attach an indicator to the statement
of performance; "Add two five-digit numbers and write the answer in
the space below." Note that although "write . . ." is the observable action,
the main _intent of the performance-is adding, not writing. If the statement
of performance calls for an action (has a main intent) that is not directly
observable, an appropriate indicator must be added.

Select verbs which reflect the type of learning, i.e., Mental, Physical or Attitudinal

When the expected performance has been sure
types of learning, you can indicate clearly what it is that the trainee is to do.
These indications require precise statements. Each action statement can contain
two verbs. The first may indicate the kind of objective that is being written
(see examples on the next'pag and the second will indicate how the trainee will
perform the action indicated. The exception occurs when there can he no con-
fusion: "Sing the Star Spangled Banner." But, -Describe the relationship
between ..." could easily mean either orally or in writing. So, if there can be any
doubt :thou( the intention, use a second verb to indicate what the trainee is to do.

fully analyzed into the proper

E-21
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Examples of Suitable Verbs for Each of.the Three Types of Objectives

Mental Skill Physical Skill Attitude

State Execute Choose
Name Operate Volunteer
Recite Repair Allow
Describe Adjust tit Recommend
List Manipulate Defend
Tell Handle Endorse
Write Manufacture Cooperate
Demonstrate Calibrate Accept
Discriminate Remove Decide to-
Classify Replace Agree
Generate (a so ion )

Apply (a rule)
Solve

Derive

Prove

Analyze
Evaluate

--1--

More guidelines for vriting action statements are given in block 40 of this job aid.

\
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What doe the LOD Sheet took Zike when the TLO action
4tatement Iwo been !Lecotded?

EXAMPLE:

ISD II .I Develop Objectives

LEARNING OBJECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET

(LOCI

E-23
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from block 15
16 ____

AoLopClie mile Tisk
Gu!!!!inn StalrMl NO

, aye a IL (.1 05(1,1 iii;
! I LID Sheet
[ !Skit Imo II, LOUShrel!

I
to block 17

0 Ow ritt4ntt in ilrletrflininl mielhm ttiq !ask conclitmns ttalmiew ik
it 1LU fOrtd.likins 00.1* Mdaial olto pita
fe w, it mg Onififmni MfertIn!il

How do 1 decide wheth: to accept on tewiLite the ta6k
coed on /statement Pt the. ILO?

o Look at the TLO action statement you have just recorded, Could the conditions
stated for the task be duplicated the training environment for the TLO action?

For example:

TLO/Task Action: Load, reduce a stoppage, unload, and clear an M60
machine gun.

Task Conditions: Given an assembled and cleared 1,160 machine gun, and any
amount of linked caliber 7.62mm ammunition, and a
requirement to expend all rounds in the belt.

TLO conditions may have to be modified in this case as follows:

Given an assembled and cleared M-60 machine gun, and any amount of
linked caliber 7.62mm dummy rounds ammunition, and a requirement to
expend all rounds in belt.

if you decide to rewrite the conditions statement, study the following guidelines:

The CONDITIONS statement tells all of the conditions and limitations
affect the performance.

This portion of the learning objective describes the important aspects of the per-
formance environment. What does the trainee have to work with? Can he
select his own tools? Are technical orders or checklists available as a starting
point? The conditions portion of the learning objective should specify the objects,
events, words, or symbols which will he presented to the traino' Consider
the instructional setting when determining conditions as they v, dicate what
is available.

A terminal learning objective (TLO) or learning objective (LO) may require
more than one statement of condition in order to secure the desired action.
On the other hand, in some cases the condition may be implied, as in the case
of "Recite the Gettysburg Address," the condition "from memory" may be
omitted since it is implied by the verb "recite."

E.24



Sample Statements of Conditions are Shown Below:

Sample Statement of Training Conditions

GOAL EXAMPLE

State the conditions imposed "Given the diameter of a sphere and the appropriate
upon the trainee. formula, compute the surface area of the sphere.

The trainee does not have to memorize or derive the

formula. He solves the problem using the formula
-provided.

Do not overuse the word "given." "Field-strip and assemble an M- 16A1 rifle under
Use variations. conditions of total darkness."

This implies that the trainee will be provided with the

rifle, and requires that he strip and assemble the weapon

in complete darkness.

Establish the working conditions. "Using available library resources prepare a staff study

comparing the communications support contributions

made by five military leaders during the nineteenth

century."

o More
job aid

;felines for writing conditions statements are given in block 42 of this



at doeo the LOV Sheet Zook aka when the YLO can
6taternent Utz been fLecoiLded?

Example:

III Develop Objectives

LEARNING OBJECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET

ILOD

It 11

t4, /004P__
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In
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from block 16

TO
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to block 18
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How do 1 decide whether to accept o'
4standatd6 tatement fan the TLO?

/Lite the tazta

Look at the TLO action and conditions statement you have just recorded. Are
the standards given for the task realistic and achievable for the TLO action and
conditions in the training environment?

For example:

TLO Action: Load, reduce a stoppage, unload, and clear an M60 machine gun.

TLO Conditions: Given an assembled and cleared M60 machine gun and any amount
of linked caliber 7.62mm dummy rounds ammunition, and a
requirement to expend all rounds in the belt.

Task Standards: Load and clear weapon within 5 seconds.

TLO standards may have to be modified so that they are achievable by the new
trainee. You may want to modify as follows:

TLO Standards: Load and clear weapon within 10 seconds.

If you decide to rewrite the standards statement, study the following guidelines:
It
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The STANDARDS statement tells the standard (criterion) by which the perform-
ance is evaluated.

The criteria for standardscompleteness, accuracy and time are summarized
in the table below.

Criteria for Standards in Objectives

CRITERIA FOR
GOOD STANDARDS WHAT IS SPECIFIED

Completeness

The precise nature of the output.

Number of features that output must contain.

Number of steps, points, pieces, etc., that must be
covered or produced.

Any quantitative statement that indicates acceptable
portion of total.

Accuracy

How close to correct the performance must be.

Exact numbers reflecting tolerances.

Values or dimensions that acceptable answers /performance
can assume. (These may be qualitative.)

Time How many days, hours, minutes, or seconds can be used.

Cheek the standards statement to see that it includes quantitative terms when-
ever possible. Remember, however, that some standards are not directly
quantifiable, such as:

a, adjusting a carburetor until the engine runs at its smoothest point
b, making a patient feel comfortable (you could follow a procedure but not

succeed if vou were hostile).

More guidelines for writing_ standards statements are included in block 44 of
this job aid.
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hat does the. LOV Sheet ook tike when TLO
4standaiLds /statement has been Aecmded?

Example:

ISD III Develop Obiectivc.s

LEARNING OBJECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET

(LOU Slwg0
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3 hojrJ
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from block 11

Mal 31) Irir
6r _v .y lryrri nq

to block 19

Fliix 1,I0D3 30)104 11,01,2,,,,,,),,,,IxD) (1,0.0,3 LOA, 0,14) Att.t4tLt w.q11,..,_
Mt, -;)k Diontiii)),011i the

)01,,X0 ),,,,31 3" X 5 ,I11,11 p,vo Jail
ini1112,41i 10, eaHl.fiq brio.

E-30

matetEAlats wte needed ft co acting -Get ning
mid and whelLe do 1 obtain them?

You will need Learning Pyramid (LP) Cart._
a large work space. ,

s, one white, anti many yellow, and

The learning analysis you are about to construct for each task element mayrequire a large amount.of space. The task element itself and each enabling skilland knowledge (for at least two levels of analysis) arc r r icli on the 3" x 5"yellow Learning Pyramid Cards available for duplic a.ion t..110 pocket at theback of this manual. Obtain about 30 at a time. Obtain one white card for thetask action statement.

You should have a large surface available on which to arrange the cards from thetask element at the top, down to the entry level prtrcquisite skills/knowledgesrequired to perform the element, at the bottom. A desk or table top, or largebulletin board is ideal. However, since such space is not likely to be availableyou can also use butcher paper or newsprint, approximately 2 feet by 3 feet.The cards can be taped to the paper. In this way the paper, with the completedlearning pyramid, can moved about or even stored away.



from block 18
iy

firt Uf Apu.ocrraly
Into.mj tin 1.,1

I Pyrgalia +r rly

to block 20

There me ha. itndt 11 I unit (tpi t,
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Whvie do T ob: n and how do I .iteco.itd in cowl-- on on
LP Ca.td

White Cards

Purpose

Only one white card is used per task as it represents the learning
objective (TLO), When all the learning pyramids constructed for each element
are combined, in a later step, the white card is placed at the top.

What to record in this step

1) Task number (shown on LOD Sheet)
2) Instructional Setting (shown on LOD Sheet)
3) Learning Objective Number (last 4 digits of task number)

4) TLC) Action Statement (shown on LOD Sheet)

Yellow Cards

Purpose

The yellow cards are used to actually build the pyramids. There is no way of
knowing how many you will need, but only 30 is suggested as a start.

What to record in this step

For every yellow card you use, it is necessary to record:

1) Task number (shown on LOD Sheet and white LP card)
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hat do the. w e and yt 2ew LP mod, took U12,

Task 3

White LP Card
(Example)

Instructional Setting_
Learning Objective

Group Letter

quon

Action Statemen

h i< A

Yellckv LP Card
(Example)

Task # 33O 5-73--
Element/Enabling S&K

Learning Category/Subcategory

Learning Objective #_

Group Letter

Sequence #

Action Staternent:

so
E-32



from Nock 19

[a.tettte fat' Neat
rat,a

to block 21

o rrrn,

,11 r,t11, tm.ve

It

What ,shoutd I Zook joy when examining an et
on -the Taf-z Swwna!Ly Sheet?

Read the element to see if it describes a action (one action:
actions (more than one). You will find that many of the performance measures
on the Task Summary Sheets are written as compound elements. For example:

compound

jask Action Statement: "Install the 1116A bound
with and without tripwires."

The first performance measure to this --'sts of compound elements:
"Inspect and fuse the mine."

'['his compound element must be rewritten_rewritt.en and analyzed as two unitary elements.
You will construct a learning pyramid for each one,

sonnel mine

I Inspect the mino Ise the nune

E-33
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Dm block 30

0(1010 1411 0(111(11 011

Cilfd

to block 22

How an etement Aecoftded bon the. Leauzing Pynamid?
rite the action statement of .only the task element op. the yellow LearningPyramid (LP) Card and tape it on the top center of a large sheet, or arrangeit on a large surface.

E-3z1

For Example:-

Tas.k

Element/Enabling S&K » Group Letter

Learning Category/Subcategory
Sequence Tt

Learning Objective #

Action Statement:
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from block 21

t hiocL. 23

F

Hox do 1 ide:Lnti6c; thc ZeaiLn:nq aate.gotie,o and ,utb-
catcgcc,.s [co ta,,3 (2.Zein6Un,ito

The chart on LFIC 110X t page shows the three learning c;ttegories: mental, physical
and attitudinal. Although the Joh Aid for 1SD 11.1, Specify Learning Events and
Activities, gives a coMplete explanation of learning categories/subcategories, and
how to identify them, at this point you should have a basic idea of what they arc.
This will help you to write objectives which more accieitoly describe the desired
behavior. For instance, if the task calls for tuning an ,4ine, you will need some
learning objectives which describe the various mental skills involved, and of course
some responsive motor skills, You may also want Co teach the attitudinal skill
of appreciating the importance of a %yell tuned engine. The re:,-,son for being aware
of Ililse different categories/subcategories is to prevent you from writing an
.objective like "state the steps in tuning an engine," as a TLO if you really want
the person to act-ally tune the engine, "State the slops ," may be One of the
I.,Os involving the mental category of recalling information, hut it does not match
the desired task performance,



F 3o

LEARNING
LATEGORY

MENTAL

LEARNING
SUBCATEGORY

DEFINITION
OF SUBCATEGORY

SAMPLE

ACTION VERBS

1111,MT !tying objects

and sy [Owls
giving one unvarying rc p -Ills
yvheilever a particular ohiect,,
symbol is presented

Identify
Interpret
Read

teuolung

Intl:trim-won
repeating momurized inhumation
orally or 10 writing

List

Smr.!

Ou611.i?

UM ini_!

dlY,Chnlina111111 Nhen presented with items that
appear to be similar, identifying
the differ (Mces betwenn !Hun

Monitor
Distinguish
Detect

Discriminate

classifying when presented with items that
anpear,10 he different, identifying
the features which they have in
common

Identity
Recognize

Classify

rule-learning

and using

derision-making

stating when and how a principle
applies to a given situation

Select

Predict

Determine

Specify
Apply

specifying a course of action fur use
in a problem situation

Choose

Decide

Formulate_

Select

Evaluate

PHYSICAL

tress motor
skill

moving all or parts of the body n ',

order to perform a set action
Cut

Weld

Saw

Drill
Splice

Draw

responsive

tumor skill
moving all or parts of the body m
response to continually changino
cues to action

.,

i rack

Control
Steer
Guido

Fi efilllate

AT. ITUDINAL
attitudloIearning exhibiting a pattern of behavior or

of response Inwards _something
Accept
Choose
-1

Comply milli

_o



Alt.tr looking at the chart you may ft.el it i difficult to choosy 1 peciric category.
tyn more than ony type of learnin called for .11-leti you miLt select the

urw that most t1V m:itche.--; thy (5.rorl hehavtor.

Tnk

at _,7e45 the LP CaAd Loa itle ARa the tcla,t-iRg

ecItegottjhubcategoiLy hcz. beea ,tecmded?

Exmnple:

:33?-.575 /008
Eleinent/Enabling SK Group Letter

SequenceLearning Category/Subcategory rvle,

Learning Oblective

ACII011 SliaeMenr

0 r 4' ill eV d c m

0 Nov in ino (Nnrnple that NI stands tor montal. You may wish to 11W P
physical, and A for attitudinal,
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k

How do I 01 about the ent,ty and
Li low(

L
6 Lug poputatio

Entry le havior Mehl( I skills, information and attitutIes that a soldier_
possesses at the time nes for instruction. Of course Were will be some
variation of entry I t haviurs but the task should be broken down to the point

most pr( leetive trainees have the prerequisite skills, knowledges and
attitudes.

O Nlake n tins on info ;ihout tctt lter ctottl c u alificatio
this 1(13S and skill level, as .state I in descri Consider such things

roadill,

prior ON rwricrico and training
acaderni, requirement

`1'ft

slit) uld
titttlttictus will a in judging how far down your le irnin

'ling for fundamental
were doing a learning analysis for

For example skill lev1 out tasks may require
actions that you would not include iI
hill lovvi

E.38



trum b1uck: 23

bloLO 1"_3

Now dc I put e_aitning aiuttlisi, on a --cais k J.41- c_matt?

0 Think about what. someone would have to be able to do or know before he could
accomplish this step. In other words, what are the enabling skills and knowledges?

rte the iiction stiitements only on Learning Pyrtimid (I ,P) Cztrds.

Example: liefo,r, he ran do this

IP 1100(lti tO 110W/(10 I N Fel17

NT MAP
A%:..11.:()%1PASS

L

E-39



(ht. ,..,u(E.iing kiI1kt ILiH rc.lwrod t lwrcorrn &ltioiit lown
throu,rh 10I ttHu 1,,vcis, or vti kirlilor it the ttitrii level

h [hit hocli I III I Rocord zII tion st.(It .=
.)11 ycllov; )11 .10 not 11(.,,(1 tO rccord IIH 1(.r1111W, c;AttAgur).'

Hilt Lt)[ lor 11).

EXAMPLE:

6

Intim-I..:

E-40
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;-"!(iN

I W., I

H

N11.01

j
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HORY do I combine_ tILc C(-_-1 1n{ing i:npalm L-1.5
0 YoU have Peen iliSt rUeted Separat e pNl-arnids for each task elernent. Now

vou want to show the tusk as n whole by iiniiu up the !\yranwls side by stile
under ;Ito 'FL() ;ietvu-i statement ion white

EXAMPLE:

I

IN S'Ar
1111 ,1',1).,11.ASS

I

[ usi

MA11.11 '.''''''MILL
!() Ar Foie

WNTHAI1

Li hi

I

L

Nil

mli:i1
11111,S1.

11Si WW1
"M'' II

1

'r11A1) 1.11MPA'.'S

II t 111S 1

11i T.11 ("11M1'.A.!-Y.

SYM11111 '' 1

H1111

1

11W Nill A
SYM1SW

V

(1111 Jul

I ill N111-Y
1

WA!) MAIMS
11.1t11

IS11 HP111 AI11114

WI Nilo'
614Aou A IAN

MANIA

,Wy Al1F,

L,,,f
:.,.11-,i

iIiT

I Ill P A Al

AMI.1,1) MA(11411
A AL J1114..",

C ) HI S'f.M.11,1 II A 11115
I 5-IL 1 111151

Ii .111 IAVI !i1[N
f)

I lore you can see the complete task broken down into all of its elements and enabling
skills and knowledges to the point of your target population's assumed entry level.
This will help you cheek your learning analysis for completeness and accuraev.



0 Procedu -I Ste s

E Lim.. up pyi
Hu le Win nit

there are. AR

er the TLO action This may he
bow many levels ot enabling skills and knove-ledges

display the -!hole task as clearly as possible.

&ow yon can a go a nu mber to each enabling skill and knowledge. The
letter/nt n combination in the example on the following pap: is s
Each tLtsk element is cosigned a letter Adi-C, vice The sub-elements which make up
the element are specified by p:--facing them LI1 the letter of th element
followed Hy the date decimal numbering.

E.42



EXAMPLE:

IL() i 7 :Atri

titil Hnen1 .
t,ttt,il

AVOW VA.617,C
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What (=Lc\ _the LP Cad _Cook _Like whan thc c_telrict/
JLaL sU=C± d kaotctN Ectte- auwibc s tccodce:

EXAMPLE:

timont, E fid,11flg 36K

'SL]nc0i!OorY

1,r;ar1ing Dtpo:chvt

SE2q(iPilt ti^

c_44-7 a--1 cc: fr" 6.5
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;torn LCk 29

t h 1. :11

Whcut doci5 the L(V Shvt .Citze tohe,h. CUL e,±einolt
,s-u!.tc_m(,,at ,hco beeh ,'Leaoirxii-Lc(?

EXAMPLE:

1SD 11 1 Devplop Ot

LEARNING OBJECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET

SF_ rq/b.rt.
Land Alczvi 411- 7'101.1 ..5-11111L51

330 1s= /a2 in gi.;-1 Jhn

11-1/11 C. IL ra.,q cc , / 4,-A-c_

irvdri L .1 ly Corv4ss s.--,1g 113.1 /52

4,14.17 /1, 3 iloue.s

A

c p .13

E- 8
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from block 30

( hat doe, OD SI at Gtr 4z
catego)=Ly abcateg
A_c_co.'tdert?

EXAMPLE:

ISD Ii I Dv volop Oblvci I vok

LEARNING OBIECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET

Itas baril

SFz Al be,.
AI ei-vi ori

330-:77.,c-- loop

0:r

11/ b froko Fpiey;.
31v., trirkto, coropt5 ea6to
mia );-1 3 kigc--rrJ

a



What d' ti c_ LOD SIc i Ach aCti c_habCLm
kacA(2,dg cc hauc_

EXAMPLE:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET

5Fcl ,q/be,r ,1101.-1
/110 fL /13

3 .s.{47, $ 7 = 0 a. _Er.r.5#;to ri

tro_le-leg he,. p A
j rstl A.! p

A

pA

A

A I

Li3 4 14.:34,, d

A

pel 4-* 3
Ll-c4,ead f er-r,kee-1

A

iT-.40,d1

A LI /

A r.).

jrnzy C

i
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E.52

(;!rick 34

I c_:4.

ov f ecLcve Ito utd be, cut, tterz?
In order to do coMplete learning analysis IL IS necessary to show all elements an 1enidding -ilislknowledges on the learning pyramid. llowever it is of necessaryto write an ohjetive for each of these.

ei Write a le (rrniiig objective for to element or its enabling skills and ledges when:
1) It is a CitiTICAL ELMIENT, or SKI Lt./KNOWLEDGE belonging tocritical element.. Critical element_, were identified in ND Block 1.3, !`askAnalysis, as those task elements w 'ch have one or more of the following

charackristics:

They are one of the most measurable and _thserval_lt eleme
They have serious consequences of inadequate performance.
They are commor sonrcs of failure.

I`Itese "It lea, el-I
Sheets

marked with at

ho tack,

'risk on the Task S int

21 It is an notion which the soldiers Of the target population do notnot. already
know how must therefore be taught.

An objective has not already hecal written for this clement or enabling
skill/knowledge. You will often find several enabling skills/knowledges whirl
are common to more than one elernen1. For example: in the task "tune a
V-8 engine" it necessary to use a feeler gauge to:
a) set. point gap
h) set. spark plug gap

1st values

In the lc -ning analysis it is necessary to record the use of the feeler gauge
for several elements. However, it is only necessary to write one learning
objective. 'Ibis becomes a COMMON ELEMENT OBJECTIVE,

00



EXAMPLE:

E <) Set point g:,i
213

1,0 -:11.1.1

21,1.2 L e'er gauge

1,0 Set spark plug gap
EQ ,=9.1

(Use r»rgau

Adjust valves

1,0 -;z3:1
IA) ;-;3A.1

der Gauge)

Only one object .7e is written for use o f t eler gauge in g \sty k. When objectives
are grouped and sequenced in ISD Block 11.,1, Sequence and Structure Objectives,
many objectives will be common to a group of tasks. At that time more objectives
will he identified as eommon element and grouped together so that they are only
taught, once.
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(tihat do2,.s _the LOP _Chc,c, tocq: 4:Lke when no -,1c,clu,(:Acm1itt
a _LJata6Lq objectLve indicated? What doc the

LP Ca'Ld _Look CI?

EXAMPLES:

LOD Sheet

LP Card

Sj,t4olactol frtrrji

Est, k r 4+*1 ff.
1C1c,-, 4

A,/
(7 3 yr. oal

A !. 1 7,1 1

da, COI e t1D xl&

Elltineut/Enahling SF ,K /Li. 4 /_/ 4

Learoing Category/Subcategory

l_r/j[:QflOJ Z
Amon Statemmt:

G mitt L1!ti21

Sowlence

L Lot do 1 do with the, LP Card which do not it_equi)te a
Cea-taiag objc,-,tive to be wiLi-tten?

PI(( theS0 Can7, a separate stack from those which do requirean objective,



Trom m

x3 9

What doe6 the LP Catd Zook xlica ca,mcnq
objective. awnbeiLs have b ia a,s3 is3h I' What dcas
the LOV Shee,- Zook

EXAMPLES:

Task 5-7 Og
Eiellitit! Ell S&K ;= A
Learning Calegory/Sulicategory

Anon Statement:

up Letter_

Sequence

F

taxfwa 3.jr.,Led±
(t34-md
At:/./J
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01T1 1)10,:k

Hoc d 1 detteunue_ aud izaco,vLd the, ,e_cail,ndtg ca_te,cioiuf
c_ach k2ilabCinci ,)k,6.1L and iznowto_dfic

O III chart on (Ito folloy,-ing page the three main learning catou,orie and iheir
,-aincat112,.nies.

Look it the letion word used in the action statement. Try to determine what
type or icarning is required for this element. Often, moreThan ono typo Of
learnmg is called f(r. Then you 11111 St S(let t 1110 Ont., WIIICh 1S 1110,1 OhV1OUS.

O Moro information on identifying it.'ZinlinV Categorie.s is given in Manual 181) 111.1,
Specify 1,e;irning Evonts/,\etivities, or you may refer to page 1:-:15 in tins wino

4
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LEARNINLI
CATEGORY

LEARNING
SUBCATEGORY

DEFINITION
OF SUBCATEGORY

-.

giving nil_` Ut11/3ryiRO response

whenever a particular object/
symbol is presented

SAMPLE
ACTION VERBS

MENTAL

identifying °blocs
and symbols

Identify
Interpret
Head

recallino

information
reneatinn 11emnri7 ,r1 it

orally or HI writing State
Recite

Define

discriminating

classifying

when presented with items that
appear to he similar, identifying
the differences between them

Monitor
Distinguish
Detect

DISCrirre !Id le

when presented with items that
appear to be different, identifying
the features which they have in
COMMUrl

Identify
Recognize

Classify

role learning
and using

stating when and how O. principle
applies to a giyensituanon

Select

Predict

Ekterimne
Specify
Apply

decision n-making specifying a course of action Inc use
in problem situation

Choose

Decide

Formulate
Select

Evaluate

PHYSICAL

gross mutt,'
skill

moving all or parts of NI, body in
girder to perform a in ;.101011

Cut

Weld

Saw

Drill
Splice
Draw

responcies

skill
moving all or parts of the body in
esprlrl to rirntinli;illy ch;mriing
UPS to actrori

Track

Cunt[ol
Steer

Guide

Regulate

ATTITUDINAL
ttitudelearnom exhibiting a pattern of behavior or

of response towards something
Accept

Chow
Comply with

1U.
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EXAMPLES

E.58

L LOD Shae-t and LP /±% /! L(11,1c_ who_
big ccutc=cioAy and 6L.LbCCI_.taq _L«/ cut,c, %J

LOD Sheet

LP Card

Sj1.06.!.±

A

«r7
.44

Task /00
Element/Enabling S&K LI.

Learning Category/Subcategory W 0161c

Learning Objective # LILL

Grum) Letter

Sequence

Action Statement:

u
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irorri Nock 41

How

E.60

LO ac,

a, (ieneral acs 1elin for `ritint action statements for they terminal learning ohje-tiwere given pages E-20, E -?1 and E-22. They are reviewed and eNoanded he r
on will notice that the s',11 writing both 'FLOs and LOs.

I) Ilse i!iCTION verbs

Write a statement that toils what
aro:

ising ACTION verbs that

SERVABLE - You can see the performance
MEASURABLE = You can Thu performance for cccrr
RE LI A kLE, Everyone would interpret. the action tali

the same way.
ci for in

2) Desci ) I AR Y actions

Wrizo a statement that describes a UNITARY action. "Load and unload vea
nuiy hey the task statement given in tile Soldier's IVLulual, but when
learning objectives it should he made into two unitary LOs: (a) aclweapon" :b "Unload vcapon," (I-laving unitary objectives simplifies
the job of the test item writer since one test item should not eovcr two
actions).

1 us



3) CLARIFY main intent : necessary

Write a statement in which the main i
defined.

and opera ionally

Here are some examples of performance statements in which the main
intent is a clearly specified, directly 'observable performance

"Cross a wire obstacle " The performance called for is crossh g
wire obstacle and that is the main intent. Crossing the wire can Ise
directly observed.

"Unlock the security container . . Unlocking is directly observable,
and the objective's main intent is that person be able to unlock the
container.

Here is an example of a performance statement in which the main intent
is clear but the performance called for is an INDICATOR.

"Circle the picture of the proper shears to use for cutting a curved line
in sheet metal . .

Circling the picture.is.the performance called for, but certainly not the main
intent of the objective. The main intent is clear, thoughknowing which type
of shears to use for the task. If the objective wanted the individual to know
which type of shears to use and how to use them, it might have been stated
as follows:

="Given five different types of shea-s, select the proper shears and cut a
curved line in the pie of sheet metal." In this case the main intent of
the performance is cutting a curved line with the appropriate shears;
there is no indicator.

_1 up E-6 I



The following are examples of action statements in which the main intent is unclear
nd no indicator is provided:

"Be aware of techniques for setting up a drop zone .

"Being aware" of something is vague and ambiguous. Flow could a trainee show
that he is "aware"? What action is called for? Does the objective want the person to
be able to set up a drop zone, or superviix setting up, or team how to set up a drop
zone? You can't Aell from the performance statement because the main intent is unclear.
Also note that there is no indicator provided which would tell yo,_: nw to measure
"being aware."

"Demonstrate an understanding of the differences between treating a simple
fracture and a compound fracture . ."

As in the preceding example, the main intent is unclear; you don't really know the
purpose of the objective. Are you supposed to find out if an individual can treat both
types of fracture, or are you supposed to see if a person tries to treat a compound
fracture like a simple one? You can't tell. Also there is no indicator to help you figure
out how you are supposed to measure the -demonstration of an understanding.- So
you really don't have any idea of what performance is called for, though at first
glance the statement may have appeared to actually state a performance.

Finally, let's look at some examples of performance statements with clear
indicators but with unclear main intents.

Consider this example:

"Place a check mark beside the part numbers of the parts needed to replace
the brush assemblies on the 45 KW generator . "

Note that the indicator is perfectly clear but that the main intent is not readily
apparent. The main intent could include any of,the following:

Be able to select the correct parts for replacing generator brushes.
Be able to correctly read and interpret a list of part numbers.
Be able to fill out a request for replacement parts.

o Be able to sort parts needed for one repaa- task from parts needed for
another repair task.

So you really don't know what the indicator is supposed to indicate.

110



Now look at this example:
"Demonstrate an understanding of good briefing_ skills by listing t
main parts of a briefing , .

Here the indicator is ear; it calls for an observable,actlisting. And :t might sound
like the main intent is clear. But is it really? Does "listing the three main parts of
a briefing" demonstrate an understanding of good briefing skills? Listing the main
parts of a briefing only indicates an individual's knowledge of such parts, not his
ability to conduct a successful briefing nor even to recognize whether a particular
briefing is organized in three parts. Although the main intent is stated, it is not
clear. In any case, the indicator doesn't even seem to be in the same ballpark.
The point is that you don't really know What the main intent is, and the indicator
is the performance that the person who wrote .the objective wants measured and the
main intent was just poorly stated. Or perhaps the indicator is pOor, and the main
intent should be clarified and supported by a different indicator.

When the main intent of your objective is unclear, you must revise it

E -63
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.6d

Use SIIYIPLE, DIRECT, known performance indicators
If you must use a performance indicator, check to see that it is SIMPLE,
DIRECT, and SOMETHING THE TRAINEE ALREADY KNOWS HOW
TO DO.

If the main intent of the objective is clear, you must next. ask whether
it is overt or covert. An overt main intent is one which is oTsrvable and
measurable. In the preceding section, the examples of "cross a wire obstacle"
and "unlock the -security container" were overt main intents. Overt main
intents do not require indicators: They already tell you what performance
is called for and how to measure it.

Covert main intents require indicators since the performances they require
are not directly observable. A covert main intent tells you the unobservable
performance which the objective is about, while its indicator tells you how
to measure whether or not an individual can perform it.

If your objective's main intent is measured -through an indicate', ru shouldmake sure that the indicator is appropriate. A good indicator is:
Simple. That is, it is as uncomplicated as possible. You don't wan
main intent obscured by an unnecessarily complicated indicator,

he

Direct. Indicators are used when the performance called for by the main
intent of the performance statement is either not directly observable or not
practical in the testing situation. But the indicator should be as straight-
forward as possible. It should allow you to determine whether or not
the main intent has been satisfied without your having to go through chains
of inference.

Past of the trainees' normal re ertoire of ehavior. The trainee should be
able to perform the indicator behavior: The indicator behavior itself is
not what you want to train or test. You only use it as a measure of the
main intent. So it is important that the indicator is simpler than the main
intent and that the trainee can do it. If the indicator were not a part of
the trainee's normal repertoire, you would be measuring two things
performance on the indicator and performance on the main intent.
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Let's analyze some examples of indicators to see if they are as simple and
direct as possible, and part of the normal repertoire. Here's the first example;

"Show that you can recognize the major bones of the human skeletal
system by drawing a picture of each bone beside the names of the bones
provided on a mimeographed handout."

Okay, recognizing bones is the main intent, while drawing pictures, of bones
is how you indicate recognition. Drawing pictures of bones is a direct indi-
cator in this case, since if a person can draw the correct picture next to the
name of a bone, you know he can.recognize the boneyou don't have to
make any inferences. But drawing a picture is not the most simple indicator.
Worse yet, drawing a hone well enough so that an examiner could identify it
is not a part of the trainees' normal repertoire unless.the trainees happen to
be skilled illustrators. Thus, a person could-fail to satisfy the objective
because he can't draw well, not because he can't recognize the bone.

In fact, the indicator is a poor one for another reason; The main intent
to recognize bones but the indicator requires the person to recall what it
looks like, then draw it,

A better indicator for this main intent would he ., by writing the e-name -

of the bone next to the picture of the bone" or, better yet, ".. . by, choosing
the correct name from the list provided and writing it next to the picture of
the bone." (The pictures of the bones are provided on'a mimeographed
handout.)

113 E -65



Now consider this example:

"Be able to recognize properly filled-out and improperly completed orders.
,Show }our hility to do this by ririting examples of each,-

The indicator is "by writing examples of each," This indicator appears to
be neither simple nor direct. The performance called for is a complex one
writing ordersand you would have to infer that an individual could recognize
properly and improperly filled out. orders based on his ability to write
examples of each. In addition, the indicator behavior required appears to be
more difficult than the behavior that the main intent is concerned withthe
ability to discriminate between properly filled out orders and those which have
not been properly completed. Thus, the indicator is less likely to be a part
or the individual's repertoire than the main intent; this is exactly the opposite
of the way. things should he.

A better indicator would he ' . . sat examples of orders into two
pilesthose that are properly filled out and those that aren't." In this' case,
.all the individual has to do is sort documentsa simple and direct indicator
of ability to recognize proper and improper orders. This indicator would
also be well within the normal behavioral repertoirbs of most trainees.

In summary, if the main intent of an o jective is covertnot directly meas-
urable for whatever-reasonyou should check to he sure that an appopriate
indicator is included. Such an indicator will be as simple.and direct a measure
of the main intent as possible, and will require a behavior which the trainee
is able to perform easily.

E6 6



Select VERBS that reflect learning category

Now that the reaming category has been determined you can select an action
verb that is appropriate to the lovpl of learning.

For example, if the task is to prepare subordinate's efficiency reports,
then the mental subcategory of decision-making is the action to be learned.
You could write the action statement using two verbs, one for the main
intent, which identifies the learning sub-category and one for the indicator
of the performance. Thus, you might write a statement like: Evaluate
subordinates' performance and write results in the effiCiency report. .Here
the action to be learned is evaluate, the indicator is write.

When the action word is related to the learning category it gives everyone,
the trainee, the instructors, the course developer, and the test item writer,
an exact description of the level and type of learning required.

E 6 7
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How do 1 wrote an LO condition istatement?
a General guidelines for writing conditions statements for the TLC, were given onpages E-21I and E-25. They are reviewed and expanded here, as the samerules apply to TLOs and LOs alike.

E.68

1) Include in the conditions statement all environmental conditions, inputs andlimitations do not affect performance.

environmental conditions may include:
location, indoors or out
weather, cold, jungle, under water etc.
time, daylight or blackout

inputs may include whatever_th trainee has to work with:
job aids, chec
equipment
technical
special too

limitations may include:

special instructions
problem situations or contingencies

State the conditions in precise, operational terms. After writing the condi-tions statement ask yourself, "Does it really tell me all I need to know toestablish proper conditions, or would someone else have to fill in the details?For instance: see next page)



it

If The Condition Or Standard

Is Intended To State:

Given a 45 KW generator with

a broken shaft bearing ...

. under ordinary field con-

ditions in daylignt

. using a multimeter and

signal generator only

. without getting glue on

the movable surfaces

Then This is An improperly
Specified Statement:

Given a malfunctioning

generator ...

... under ordinary
conditions

... using appropriate

test equipment

taking proper

precautions

Note that appropriate conditions are often related to the level of the objective. For
example, a Level One Objective, (which is the same as the on-the-job task performan
may be to repair any malfunctioning generator. In this case "given a malfunctioning
generator" is an appropriate statement of- conditions. However, if the objective is
a Level Two (TLO) or Level Three (LO), it may be more specific, such as "given
a 45KW generator with a broken shaft In this case, any malfunctioning
generator may not conform to the requirement of being precise and specified in
operational terms.

Note that when the conditions are clearly implied they need not be stated.
For example, when most tasks are performed in daylight conditions it is not
necessary to state "in daylight." Record only those conditions which clearly
affect how the task is performed.

E-69



from block 43

to block 4

Ho do I tejt,i-te an LO )standairx ,statenient?
General guidelines for writing standards statements for the T _O were given onpages E-27 and E-28. They are reviewed and expanded here he same rulesapply to TLOs and LOs alike.

Include in the standards whatever measurc_ls quate perform-
ance apply to the task. There are three general type =: t of rt'wasures:
quantitative, qualitative, and time. On the following are listed moresr types and exams les of standards.



DESCRIBE STANOAROS
BY EXAMPLE

Referring to a Standard
Operating Procedure

"Given the situational requirements for an instrument
approach, and the local airfield regulations, perform the
procedure the pilot follows to complete an instrument
landing. The performed steps will be in correct order and
will comply with local regulations."

Implying the standard of
NO ERROR

"Given the diameter of a sphere ond the appropriate
formula, use a calculator to compile to two decimal places
the surface area of the sphere." Adding "He will perform
without error" would not increase the requirement tar
accuracy,

Specifying minimum
acceptable level of
performance

"Using a slide rule, multiply two three-digit numbers and
write the answer to the nearest tenth." This clearly states
the degree of accuracy required for satisfactory achievement
of the objective.

Specifying the time
requirements

"Given a 200-word rough Graft, type a letter without error .=

at a minimum speed of 40 words per minute." Time is an
important factor, so it is included in the objective,

Specifying the rate of
productiun .1

"Given a rough draft of a final report, type pages without
error at a minimum of 20 pages per day." The amount
produced daily is an important factor, so it is included in
the objective.

Specifying qualitative
requirements

"Given a misadjusted carburetor and necessary tools, adjust
the carburetor to idle at its smoothest point. ''Smoothness
is a qualitative standard.

State the standards in _precise, operational terms. After writing the standards
statement ask yourself. ',Does it really tell me all -ed to know to estahlish
proper standards, or would someone else have to fill in the details." Nolo
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standards are often related to the level of the objective.
For exatbple. a Level One objective (which is the same as on-the-job task
performance) may be to type a letter without error at a minimum speed of
40 words per minute. In this case, the standard is appropriatq. However,
if the objective is a Level Two (TLO) or Level Three (LO), the standard may
be more lenient. Many tasks require long practice before the task standard
can be met. In the example just given a more appropriate standard might
be "with 3 or less errors at a minimum speed of 30 word per minute."

3) Note that when the standards are clearly implied they need not be stated.
For example, -Given a chart showing Army rank insignia, identify those which
correspond to grades E-1 through E-9.- Here it is not necessary to state the
standard correctly. This is clearly implied.
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What do, 1 Zook It when aisise/ming.the LO 4ot ade.quaay?

The following cht,cklist will identify for you at a glance, all the features of a
'well-written learning objective (TLO or LO) suggested in this jr.-th aid.

1. Does the objective contain the'three main parts of action, conditions and
standards? (The second and third parts may by implied or may be previously
stated on the LOD Sheet)

2. Is the objective unitary? (Does it specify a single action? See page E-60
for review).

3. Is the main intent of the objective clear? (Does it state precisely what the
trainee is to do? See pages E-61 thru E433 for review.) .

4. If the rain intent action word reiluires an indicatOi; action word,' is the
indicator clear, direct, and something the trainee already knows how to do?
(See pages E-61 thru E-66 for review.)

5. Is the action word appropriate for the type and level of learning called for
by the task? (See page E-67 for review.)

6. Are actions, conditions and standards each stated in eise operational
terms?
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What doco the LOD She-: LiJae when an LO L !Lecoilded?
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JOB AID FOR

DEVELOPING TESTS

ISO 11.2

ianLII

This is the (lth in a series of Ii) tloh ;\ids for tao il instrucCional dl,sign and
development. This volume is to he used as a supplement Lo lc pracillry ducunic,ffi,
"Job Aids: Descriptive Authorin Flowcharts IF) 1(.2 l)evelopini2, Tests. The
flowchart document will f Irtt v( 311 t o :-;p1.4:11W p les, and relerences
provided m 1111:4 VOltiMe. von do not have the primary Ilmvchart document, reciitost
it from yoor supervisor.

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the terminology, "he/she," the terms,
"he," -him," and "his," as well as "men," are intended
to include both the masculine and feminine gender. Any
exceptions to this usage will be so noted.
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0 GOAL

To Hock

ob Aid "Veveio To_ " AboutF

'File pur o e of this job aid is to guide you in the actual prop ;ration of written_test sic ms tt test the ability of soldiers to correctly perform critical tasks ortask elements. At present the job aid does not cover the development of hands-ontests, nor does it cover preparation of administrative materials or validation oftest items. Much. of the information contained in this job aid has been takendirectly from the document Guidelines for Develo--)ment ualificationTests, US Army Training Support Center, Individual 'Training Evaluation Direc-torate, 1 April 1977, While the source document for this job aid deals withSQT, it can he used for developing tests other than sgr. The user of this jobaid can supplement the information contained in the job aid by using the veryvaluable SQT documenL

OBJECTIVES

1) Given a list of critical tasks and the associated task analysis data and learning
objectives, determine which tasks and task elements should he tested and themeans of testing.

Given the appropriate wo cots, document the tasks and task elementsbe tested and the method to be used for testing.
3) Given the tasks and task elements with the method to be used for testingeach identified, develop written test items for those elements identified asbeing hest suited for this method of testing,

F-4



PRODLIC-

This job will result in the identificationidentific ation c>t t tsl s and task elements which
require the I- non of test items and , it i_ .dion of the most suitable
method tor Listing them. :ask elements for wmch written
test items are ititlo,d to he the most suitable testing mode, test itew t will he
prepared.

o OVERVIEW OF MAJOR STEPS IN DEVELOPING TESTS

L k analysis data and learning objectives for all critical tasks _ Thed
Clete rmine which tasks and task element requires test item.

task elements determined to require testing, the most appropriate
-,thod of testing (hands-on, ormance-certification, or written)

is identified.

Step :3, For all task elements for which test item is judged to be the
most suitable, the precise type of written item is identified (written

-mance or performance-based test item),

Step 4. Written-performance and performance -based test items are prepared,

O WORKSHEETS USED:

The Tables on pages F-6 and F-7 show a of the completed Test Elea
Decision Sheet (TED) and Test Item Construction Sheet (TIC').

DESCRIPTIVE FLOWCHART

The flowchart on'pages F-51 thru F-53 shows the major steps in the use of the
.loll Aid for Developing,Tests. The flowchart will be useful to you in getting
a clear picture of the overall process used in this job aid. A more completely
described flowchart is provided in Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts
ISD 11.2 Develop Tests, pages F-3 thru F-14.
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How Do T Davin-line Whethett a Ta61z RequiAeis - TeotLn9?
It may not be possible for you to test every task in the MOS or skill level you are
working with. This will be especially true if the test you are preparing is an SQT
where the number of scoreable units is limited. Therefore,-you may need to deter-
mine which critical tasks require test items t© be developed. When making this
determination keep in mind that the tasks included in the final test may inten-
tionally not be a random sample of the critical tasks in the MOS, nor necessarily
a representative sample of these tasks. The Tasks that you select should be
selected in terms of the extent to which they need to be made the focus of training.

4. The following five major methods of task selection should be considered:

(1) Known performance deficiencies
(2) Critical combat systems
(3) Army Training and Evaluation Programs (ARTEP)

(4) Evaluation results
(5) Job content

Known Performance Deficiencies. The purpose of this method is to select tasks
that tend to be performed poorly by most soldiers in the MOS. If only one
method of task selection could be used, it would most likely be this one. The
difficulty with its use is in obtaining sufficient information on which to base
judgments. Some of the more generalized sources that should be considered are:

a. TOE Manpower Authorization Criteria (MACRIT). The US Army Devel-
opment and Readiness Command maintains a master data file of annual
direct productive maintenance man-hou-, (AMMII) for all standard and
limited procurement items of equipment.

b. Equipment-Maintenance Related Reports and Data.

Technical Proficiency Inspection (TPI) and Technical Standardization
Inspections (TSI).

d. 1G InspectiOns

F-11
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e. Panel of recent supervisors

f. Panel of recent job incumbents
g. Field Survey of supervisors and job incumbents

Critical Combat Systems. Tasks chosen for testing may be selected on the basis
of their contributions to the successful operation or maintenance of critical
combat systems. Critical combat systems are equipment items or other opera-
tions that are pivotal to a unit's success in combat, To use this method of task
selection, first identify the critical combat_ system's that are related to your MOS,
and then identify individual tasks that are directly related to that system.

ARTEP. The ARTEP, of course, describes unit tasks while your test is based
on individual tasks. However, it may be useful for you to consider testing
individual tasks that comprise unit tasks or missions in the ARTEP. Look for
deficiencies in crew/unit performance that can be translated into individual
tasks for use in your test,

Evaluation Results. The Directorate of Evaluation (DOE) may have valuable
data concerning performance deficiencies for many of the critical tasks.

Job Content. Just as known performance deficiencies are the most desirable
tool for task selection, sampling on the basis of job concept is probably the
least desirable. If the expertise and experience available to ;you is insufficient
to enable you to make judgments as to degrees of criticality for testing, you
will probably need to resort to sampling from the critical task list. However,
even here the sampling is not done on a simple random basis. Tasks should be
organized into content or functional areas and a proportional sample drawn
from each.

F.12
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Whae Can I Obtain the Tut E
Sheet (TED Shee.,t)7

The Test Element Decision Sheet (TED)
pocket at the back of this manual.

To see a partially completed TED Sheet _refer to page F-14.

ent Dee,Lion

available for duplication in the
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Why Shoutd I Grwup th Tasfaz -(TED Sheetz) in OiLdeit.
Pftiotity 6ok Te)stEng?

If you used more than one method or source for task selection, you may, at
this point, have an unorganized list of tasks for test item development. If that
so, sort the tasks in a rough order of priority for testing. A major reason for
this grouping is that you may have identified tasks, that you will want to test
regardlesz of subsequent testing restrictions that you may encounter. For example,
your supervisor may have specified tasks that must be tested. You would cer-,tainly want to identify these tasks in some manner as have a high priority for
testing. You may have other tasks that were identified by less reliable criteriawhich you may later consider dropping from the test if too many tasks have beenselected for testing.
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F-18

In Skill Qualification Tests (SQT) there are three components which comprise
the SQT. Even though you may not be developing a SQT it will be useful for
you to determine which of these three components is the most desirable and
feasible method of testing the task element under consideration. The three
components are as follows:

Hands -On- Component (HOC The HOC tests the soldier's ability to perform
critical tasks o task elements on actual job equipment or simulators.

Performance Certification Component FCC . Many tasks, or task elements
may require the soldier to use manipulative or other motor skills, but these
tasks and task elements cannot be included in the HOC because they are so
expensive in terms of time, equipment, and other resources. For this reason,
if you are developing a SQT you may wish to consider the task element for FCC.

Written Component WC The WC is a written test made up of scoreable
units, with each scoreable unit comprising a critical task. The scoreable unit
is. usually comprised of up to 10 questions (items), with each question having
from 2 to 10 possible responses. The WC is used to test those tasks and task
elements requiring decision-making or other mental abilities.



How do I DetetmLne the Component to Which the Tcok
Etement Showed be kszigned?

Tasks and task elements are allocated to components on the basis of task content
and testing feasibility. Both concepts assume that you know how the task ele-
ment being considered is performed. This information can be obtained from a
study of the task analysis data.

Task Conten This concept involves deciding on the type of task and the degree
of skill required for the task element. The skill category to which the task
element fits into should be available from output from ISD II.1 Develop Objec-
tives. After determining the skill categoiy of the task element remember that
all types and levels of skill can be tested validly in a hands-on mode, assuming
unlimited resources. Some physical tasks may be tested in the WC, but highly
skilled, physical tasks must be tested in the HOC or PCC. On the other hand,
some mental task elements may need to be tested in the HOC, but mental tasks
and task elements are usually more amenable to variations that permit written
testing.

Testing Feasibility. Any testing requires some resources. The 'WC is_ usually
the least demanding because many soldiers can be tested on many tasks, or
task elements, in a relatively short time with one test administrator. However,
the support of some tasks may be unfeasible in the WC because of requirements
for equipment, complete publications, etc. The HOC will always require equip-
ment, terrain and several-qualified scorers. In addition, relatively few tasks in
the HOC can be tested in a short time. The PCC was set up to accommodate
tasks that are extremely time consuming and that require special terrain,
facilities, or expensive equipment.

After studying the task element content and testing feasibility, assign the task
element.to one of the three components (HOC, FCC or WC). Remember the
following when making the assignment;

If there are no parts of the task element that involve highly skilled physical,
actions, the task element should be considered for the WC.

If the skill is almost entirely mental, the task element should be considered for the WC.

All highly skilled physical elements that can be tested feasibly in the HOC should
be considered for allocation to this component.

F-19



Where do I RecoAd the Component 44.6.44ned to the
1a6k Eeememt?

In Column 2, Section II of the TED Sheet -.are are blanks for each of the three
components. Place a check (J) M the appropriate blank.

What Don the TED Sheet Look Like A6tek I Have
Recorded the Component to Which the Task
Etement hr 4 Been km geed?

EXAMPLE:
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What 4 a Wititten-Pe4okma ce Te L nTeo and a
Pet4otmance-Bated Tut IUm,

The WC utilizes two modes of testing: the written-performance mode and the
performance-based mode. Each task element allocated to the WC is testable in
one of these modes.

A written-performance test item measures the examinee's ability to actually per-
form the task element. Examinees perform whatever steps are necessary to
arrive at the task product, and then based upon this product, select correct
answers from the real-world alternatives presented. For example, a written-
performance item might require that the examinee compute the charge for a
4.2-mortar round: Examinees would actually have to perform the task to be
able to select the right answer from the alternatives.

A performance-based test item measures the examinee's ability to answer ques-
tions about how he would perform the task element. For example, an examinee
might be asked_to identify before-operations mainten r ce checks from a larger
list of maintenance checks.

A good rule of thumb to use in distinguishing between written- performance and
performance-based written items is to ask yourself, "Does the item call for the
soldier to perform the task or task elerne.nt as he would perform it on the job,
or does the item call for him to answer questions about how he would perform it?"

How do 1.4tetmin L6 t ohe:-Ta.sk Eftment Shutd be
Te4ted by a Wkitten7Pet6counance ok Pvt. /mance-
Ba6ed Tut item?

Stutly the definitions above. Written lerormance testing should be used whenever
applicable. Use performance-based testing only after it has been determined that
written-performance testing is not. applicable.
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Wiete Can I Obtain the. Te,st itam Con,stAution
Sheet (TIC Sheet)?

o The Test Item Construction Sheet (TIC) is available for duplication in the pocket
at the back of this manual.

To see a completed TIC Sheet refer to page F-7,
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EXAMPLE:
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TEST ITEM CONSTRUCTION SHEET
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W tat Au e.. Reasohz That &LELlimo Fitegct ztiy Cannot
Pt {ca Tcok EZEynent?
There are four main categories of reasons why a soldier may fail to perform a task
or task element. They are:

(1) Don't know WHERE to perform

(2) Don't know WHEN to perform

(:3) Don't know WHAT the product is

() Don't, know HOW to perform procedure

Dot Know WHERE to Perform. The failure to perform some t4_ may be due to
the inability to locate certain objects. For example, a vehicle driver may fail to
perform checks on preventive maintenance on the component of a vehicle because
he does not know where that component is lo cd. A mechanic may fail to zero
a multimoter because he does not know the location of the correct adjustment
Screw.

o Don't Know %VHEN to Perform Step. A major reason for failure to perform a task
is that the soldier may not know when in a sequence of activities the step should
be performed. For example, it is physically possible to remove the hand guards
on the M16 rifle at almost any time during assembly. However, there is a point
in the sequence when this step should he performed if the soldier is to avoid
damaging the weapon.

o Don't Know WHAT the Pro ct is. Another reason for failure to correctly per-
form a task or task element . that the individual may not know what the end
result of the element or step should look like. For example, a clerk cannot type
a correct address label unless he knows how a proper address is formatted. A
gunner cannot obtain a proper sight picture unless he recognizes the sight align-
ment when he sees it.
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o Don't Know HOW'toPerform Procedure. The final consideration --cannot perform has to do with procedure. Soldiers may know where and when to
perform a step, and what the correct result is, but they may not know how to
produce that resultthat is, how to execute the step. Procedural failures may
result. because the soldier simply does not know what the procedure is or becauseno forgets it. For example, in preparing a LAW for firing, one of the steps is te,
extend the launcher tube. The soldier may know that the tube must he extended
prior to firing and vhere the tube is located and what the LAW would look like
with the tube extended, But unless he knows how to extend the tube, h cannotperform the task.

Study each of file four reasons for failure to perform a task or task element.
Determine which reason best explains a failure to perform the task element youare preseutly considering. in the next block you will prepare a test item which
will assure that a failure to perform the task element is identified through use ofthe test item.



from bmck 34 _ from block 35

3 -3

How do Te.ot
Examine the ea.son,s Lco. FaLLt,te thE
Teas! E-Cement?

Based on the determit
test WIIERE, MIEN,
following guidelincs

_ -lade in the preceeding block develop a test item to
T, or HOW t perform the task element. Use the

Don't Know WHERE to Perform

Identify the Correct Location. This is simply deciding what the right nswer is.
It may he necessary to actually view the equipment if the clement is equipment-
oriented. Technical manualsmay not have a clear picture or a clear description.
Be alert for TM which may he in error.

Can Photographs show the Item and the Surrounding? It may be possible to
show locations by the use of photographs. In fact, clear photos approximate the
job presentation closer than any other two-dimensional means. If photos are not
practical, consider other visual means such as drawings or schematics. Insure that
the photo or drawing is properly keyed.

Produce Description of Location. If the surroundings of the component cannot he
clearly and accurately illustrated in a picture or visual representation, then the
location of the component- should he described as clearly as possible.

Write Question for Location. Develop a question which will thoroughly examine
the reasons for failure to locate the component. For example, with a keyed pic-
ture of a multimeter, the question might be: "Which letter in figure repre-
sents the location of the zero adjusting screw?" or if there is no illustration, the
question might he: "Which of the following best describes the location of the
zero adjusting screw on the multimeter ?"
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Select Itcal World Alternatives, Consider the likely options which you would
find on the job. Select from or use these options (no more than nine since there
should not be more than ten responses per question) as alternatives to the correct
answer. The types of alternatives selected will vary, depending on whether the
item uses visual or verbal information. For a given item, the number of alterna-
tives selected is not important. It is important, however, that the alto- natives
are reasonable and realktic in terms of errors that commonly occur in the
real world.



Don't Know WHEN to Perform

Identify the Correct Step /Sequence. This means identifying the correct point in
the sequence for performing tlhe step

Write Question for Sequence. Develop a question that will thoroughly examine
the reasons for failing to perform this step in sequence. The question might be
phrased this way: "Which of the following steps must be performed before . .?"
or, "Which of the following steps must not be performed until . . .?" If the problem
is one of soldiers performing the step, but at the wrong point in the task, the step
may be given either in the question or as one of the alternatives. But if the problem
is one of soldiers leaving the step out, it would be better to offer it as an alterna-
tive while referring to a preceding (or succeeding) step in the question.

Select Real World Iternatives. Identify reasonable alternatives that the soldier
would find on the job. Select alternatives with emphasis on those variations which
include adjacent steps. Remember that the alternatives (plus the correct answers)
are limited to 10 selections.
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Don't Know WHAT the Product Is

Identify the Corr, Product. The first step is to co?rec tly identify v
correct outcome, result, or product of the step is.

Is the Ability to "Read" the Product Ne_ ? In determining whether or not the
correct product has been obtained, an individual may be required to judge or inter-
pret diagrams, meter readings, aerial photographs, charts, position settings, or other
similar visual representations. If these kinds of things are used in determining
whether or not the step has hem completed, then pictures or visual representations
should be used in the test, items.

Prepare Description of the Product. If the product cannot be represented by some
visual means, it will be necessary to write out a description of the product. Insure
that the description contains the discriminating cues that the soldier mentally
uses on the job. For example, "needle reading is in the green area" or "the dial
is rotated until the detent is engaged."

Write Question for Product. Develop a question which will thoroughly examine
the reasons for failing to produce (identify) the correct product. This question
should center around the scope and basic content of what the correct product is.
For example, "Which of the following pictures shows the correct sight alignment
for the MI6'?" or, "When conducting an operational check of the field telephone,
the LOUD switch should be in which of the following positions?"

Select Real World Alternatives. Identity all of the reasonable variations and errors
which could he expected to occur on the job. Select the alternatives from these
common errors which would lead to failure to produce/identify the correct pro-
duct. The alternatives selected should reflect the more critical errors if more than
nine are identified.



Don't Know HOVV to Perform Procedure

Identify the. Correct Procedure. As with all reasons for failure, the firs
to identify the correct way to perform the element.

Write uestion for Procedure. Develop a question which will examine the reasons
for failing to perform the procedure correctly. Several approaches are possible.
The soldier may be asked to select correct steps from several presented, to place
steps in sequence, or to judge a series of photographs as to their correctness.

Select Real World Alternatives. Se=lect the nine (or less) responses as alternatives
that reflect the most likely incorrect actions that the soldier would take on the job.
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from block 34

to block 59

from block 37

tti

WhuLa on the TIC Sheet ,,c'A the Put, unce-Bco ed
Tc)st Item Recotded?

o The performance-based test item that you have developed is recorded in Sec-
tion II of the TIC Sheet. If there is any photographs, drawings, etc. associated
with the test item, be certain that it (they) is attached to the TIC Sheet.

What Doeo the TIC Shea Look Like When the Po owance-
, Saised Te/st Item Us seen Recouied?
EXAMPLE:
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to block 40

How do I the Te_,4 on in (V lah
Examinee PfLepwLe the Pkod_to.t?

Whether preparing a test item for an element or an entire task, you begin c vel-

opment by describing the job situation. This description of the job situation may

apply to several test items, or it may apply to only one item. In Example 1,
below, a test situation is shown which applies to two questions concerned with

computing measures of central tendency.

EXAMPLE 1

Situation: You are an instructor at the US Army &gra' School. You have
just completed the scoring of a test which resulted in the following scores.
Your branch supervisor has instructed you to compute the mean and median.

Soldier Tu. Score

Alberta 34
Wakelin 35
Bradcloch 10

Heyman 45
Holmes 34
Robinson 30
Monday 61

Poole 67
Hermansen 81

Crisler 10
Kinyeese 10

t -- What is the mean? 2. What is the median?

A. 39 ,A. 44
B. 34 B. 45
C. 10 C. 30
D. 35 D. 47.5
E. 81 E. 71

F. 67 F. 41.8
G. 38 G. 34
H. 45 H. 35
I. 61 I, 34.5

41,8 10
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F.36

0 situ, Lion should provide much of the information necessary to formulate
the questionfsi you are going to ask. While all necessary information pertaining
to task conditions and the job setting must be included, avoid information that
is unnecessary to task, or'task element performance since it consumes valuable
testing time,

a Md. situ, has not already been developed that applies to the task eldment
you y e w opa test item for, use the information above to prepare a needed
Lost situatioiL Jot the Lest situation down on a piece of scrap paper for the
present. You will.later record it on the 'VIC Sheet.

bE



from block 39

lc k ,11

How do I DetefunLne .,=the Job S,U.Inuiais Conditt
Mu>st be Re- tected in tha Tea =t Lm?

o For some tasks, or task elements, the job stimulus conditions may be' transi
That is, some things the soldier must observe, listen to, or otherwise sense
a job setting may be present for only a brief time. Examples are

(1) A passing aircraft that must be identified,

(2) A briefly exposed tank that must he judged _ friendly or

(3) An incoming radio message to he recorded.

,I

IL is important that you recognize when such transient stimuli are
task conditions since it will make a difference in how you present
in the test item you are preparing.

co' the
tiniulus

O Examine the: task element for .h you are preparing the test item. Use the
following guidelines when preparing the item:

if the stimulus condition is transient, you must attempt to control its presen-
tation to the examinee by use of slides, videotape, or audio recordings.
Although the form of the stimulus will he simulation (a picture or recorded
sound), you can limit its exposure time to that which would occur in the
job situation.

If the stimulus conditions) is/are not transient, but is /irre relatively constant in
the sense of being present for the soldier to react to or operiALO on then it/they
should be presented in the test item or as a supplement to it, The stimulus
can be presented as a narrAtive descr on, a picture) or iiiz gram, an actual
document, or a simulative device. Examples are
(1) Distance on a map - 25 kilometers

(2) Range Lo-a target - 1500 meters

(3) Eligibility for overseas levy - yes

(1) Readiness status Of a piece of equipment - RED

/collect needed slides, videotape, picture, dia
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from block 40

F5epvg iluritiums

to block 42

Ii mloinailan and ginflance piqM1,fig 11,M.

Haw do I Pitepcae -the Quution an Stein?
Once you have specified the product of the task element, you can prepare a clear
question to be asked or statement to be completed (stem). In testing a task ele-
ment, the question may have to be preceded by a further narrowing-of the general
test situation already prepared; that is, a specific situation. The specific situation
and/or question should make it clear to the soldier just what he is to produce.
Examples axe-

"After you return from point C your squad leader gives you a mission to
reconnoiter the bridge site at point C. Using the grid-magnetic angle shown
below, what is the magnetic azimuth you will be using ?"

"What is the ground distance from point A to grid coordinate EG 158858?"

Jot the question or stem down on a scrap of paper. You will record it on the
TIC sheet in a later block.
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block 41

to block 43

How do 1 Detvunine the keteAnatLva to, the
CovLeat Anzwen to

I

the Tut Ite m?
For most test :toms there should be no more than 10 possible answers to the
item (9 alternatives and the correct answer). Actually, for many items the num-
ber of possible answers will be much fewer than 10. In any event, if your test
item is to he used in a test other than SQT yy to limit the number of possible
answers to 10. If it will be used in SQT you must limit it to a maximum of 10
since the SQT answer sheet provides for no more than 10 possible answers.

The first step in preparing alternatives is to identify incorrect products that often
result in real-world performance of the task or task element. These will be used
as alternatives to the correct answer in the multiple-choice question. There is not
a certain number of alternatives that should be used in an item except-for the
limitation discUssed above. The number of alternatives should be determined by
the number of different errors that commonly occur in the real world. Do not
simply generat alternatives mechanically, but check to make sure they are reas-
onable option:. For example, in measuring the distance along a route on a map,
the straight linie distance (ignoring curves in the route) would be one common
error leading t an incorrect product. Using the scale of miles, rather than meters,
in converting t -_e measurement to meters might be another common error to
use in identify ng an incorrect answer alternative. In the rare instance where more
than nine cam on errors occur on the job, you should reduce them to nine or
fewer on the b:sis either of how frequently each occurs in the real world or how

-cal each e is.

Jot your answer emative down on a scrap piece of paper. They will be recorded
in a later block.
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from block 42

dj

Mdke Pry.is .t 1,0
Needed T GI Aidi
Aeferehtel

to block 44

fm ,,bon 5mI

How do I Detefunine 416 Toots Job A,i4,
Re6nence ate Needed

If tools, job aids, or references axe necessary or considered acceptable in per-
forming the task, they should be made available on the test. You should con-
sider the possibility of using a simulation of the tool or aid if it is not feasible
to provide the actual one. If being able to locate information in a set of references
was previously identified as an essential element, the manualS or references should
be provided. If it is not feasible to provide the actual references, extracts of the
material should be provided to permit an evaluation of that portion of the essen-
tial element dealing with the interpretation and use of the information. Exam-
ples are
(1) Protractor, compass for map-using.

(2) TM or xtracts from

Some cautions are necessary when considering references.

It is seldom ,possible to provide each examinee with a copy of a particular TM
or other reference. The most feasible method of providing references is through
use of extracts. If you are developing an SQT, a maximum of 30 pages of
extracts per test can be printed unless justification for an exception is obtained
from ITED.

Limit reference extracts to situations where the ability or necessity to use the
information is the critical element.

References cannot be provided for every test item, nor is a reference needed
just because it exists. You must consider the job requirements. For t xample,
the procedure for clearing a misfired round is contained in the TM, yet t. e soldier
does not refer to the TM when a misfire occurs. You must decide what
material the soldier in the MOS and. skill level is expected to know.

Do not discard the idea of a reference just because some soldiers in the .MOS
(usually "experts-) can perform the task without use of a reference. This
could lead to claims of "foul" on the part of less-skilled examinees who feel
they have been discriminated against by the lack of references which are
authorized and routinely used (by them, anyway) on the job.
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Some references published by commercial industry, developers, car even individual
authors are copyrighted. Section IV, chap_ ter 1, AR310-1 _specifics the procedure
for dealing with copyrighted material and how to obtain clearance for use

If you determine that tools, job aids, or references are needed for using
item, make provision for obtaining them.
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from block 43

44

fh.ruid Tril Ifer.
TIC Shfef

to block 45

.F0t0,44.4.1. ..4,40a(ftWatOmflilern.teviglow

How do 1 Recotd the Tut Item on the TIC Sheet.

in blocks 39 thru 43 of this job aid you have collected scraps of paper
and collected needed tools, aids and references. In this block you will
incorporate this material into a test item which will adequately test the
examinee's ability to perform the task element, Prior to the actual record-
ing of the test item on the TIC Sheet make one final draft in which you
incorporate the test situation, test question or stem, answer alternatives, and
any needed references, aids or tools. Review the draft item to be certain
that all parts of the item communicates to the examinee, Be concerned
with the following:

In some of the more technical areas, there is a tendency to try to sim-
plify technical items during the development of items. When this is done,
however, the item may lose its intended meaning. Technical terms used
on the job by the examinee have very precise meanings. If they are used
routinely on the job, they probably should not be changed or "simplified"
for the test. All test material should be written in the normal job lan-
guage and reviewed and revised until they pass this checkpoint.

is the test item independent of other test items? Check to be certain
that the stem for one item does not give away the answer to another
item. An examinee who reads the stem to an item should not be able to
work backwards and correct a previous answer.

After you have prepared the draft test situation, question, alternatives, etc.
and have reviewed them for adequacy_ record the test item in Section II of
the TIC Sheet.
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What Doe -the TIC Shea Look Like A6tut the
Wtten-PeA6o7unance Tart Item Ha4 Been RecoJuied?

EXAMPLE:
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from block 44

,----- ----_, ..,.._--,
.------' A 1 es S. Ga la

ieinerm on TED Shee I .... flunk

------*_

Yes

to black 46

4
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from block 45

fie:an..4 fro Ifeml

44

VI_

411,111 I IC

to block 50

111,totil Fie rFvf,er fur Complefkoes$ afAufgy

# iir, 1111 Ao111.#F pf441110 gipd,c, F011,11,1,114 111.7

LOC Ft.; 174, (IME:r.e% (.),,,I,,,ftient
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Ii,, II, din.s rwt prFF,on, wov14'4 qu141Itt tinn1110,11
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from block 49

51 L
Impart Ad.mytrdive
4u,d47,5t 181 WC 11,0A5

to block 52

Thai Job Aid does nut plt741111.7 Org.& 5oidante or thi;
51.5 Vfli 5,1111571to itt, GuIriehnel tut De.lopm,151 ut S ;dl Oi7401cmign

Noti 171 178
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from block 51

52

II, Or Ai, Int lims
Norpi,17,,e

53

..E1,117

114

V4(: III] !Fool

1

to block 55

1,11 ILl Aql dot$!., or,s7nt,, pt,,.11e ;u.t14Fio IL coliirgetol
t.Ek lor 07,,gpnwl %P.11

170i Lows III III

111i Jot, 7.4 don n,,1 plesv.,11, 00.,17 at,i1,1Iir I 11511 mpIet,11g

1J1i10 Su t yu.,14,tr srt, 0 ..,1171,ot, IS lit=0,i0114.111 of 5111 flu,1.1111m

r1,111 11155 187 7t2
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iroar block. 54

P=r-pri, i=fM
1.6k

De. 10,1t.1 Dv
DIOC .01C.

to block 56

(Do. lob 1k,d 1101 .

t11,0
17

.1.01.11i0 L,DOD,Di..1
01,15,
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from block 55

I

411$7dnamg
Other ISO

Nn

57

Igeend Cnrnmenit nn
1517 COOFIDINAIIUN
511EIT

During the pin [ of develgemq MI Vegas
informanon m45 have been uldigmed that dingld
be gbetel in Doings tin pellnimed aglibMet
Mal led ago he blab Sorglathi, mlogndlinn
may bane Seen gibtaingd Mel mold be mein! to
VelitAIS who eon be engaged Ill liqlf IC 1 ill.1
5bitemb Uevenlergeni WM Thal tollogo lin$ One.

Col- emd

agpmenale Pm$ung

For mutter godhinte.$eg heimg

submdied lu

What the -cmpontance o6 pitepaAkng commevts 6oA peopee
wok/zing in °then_ 4teps o6 he inztAuctionat. )syistems

devetopment ptoce/s4? flow do I .econd them?

In order for the Instructional Systems Development process to work effectively
it is imperative that there he forviard and backward communication between the
people involved in the process,__AL some time or other you have probably corn-
plained about the input that has been provided to you. Sometimes, you may have
had to do work that should have been performed in previous steps.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU FEED THIS INFORMATION BACK
TO THE APPROPRIATE PEOPLE SO THAT REVISIONS CAN BE

MADE 'FO EFFECT IMPROVEMENT IN THE END PRODUCT.

In your research for this step of the Instructional Systems Development process
you may have discovered additional information that you think may be useful
to people who will he working in steps that follow this one. If so, it is equally
important that you pass this information on to appropriate people.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IS CRITICAL FOR EFFEC-
TIVE INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR SUCCESSFUL
MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT.
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A copy of the ISD COORDINATION SHEET (nil be found in the back of thismanual. Make sufficient copies to enable you'to send one to every individualyou wish to communicate withplus copies for your records.

Complete the ISD COORDINATION SHEET in duplicate. Send one copy tothe individual and attach one copy to the Instruction Settings Selection Pa'kage(IRS Sheets).
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JOB AID FOR
DESCRIBING ENTRY BEHAVIOR

ISD 11.3

Manual

Hus i the 7th a seric _I ids fi ust in instructional design anddovelopment, 'Flits volume is to he used as a supplement to the primary document,"Job Aids: Ih's lye Authoring Flowcharts 151) iI 3 Deserihe Ear; Behavior."Tht, 111 -:111 (hi-P(1_ you Lo guiclauce, examples, and refs rmprovided in this volunit If you do not have dm flowchart (loQument, requestit front your supervis

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the terminology, -he/she,- the terms,
"he," -him," and "his," as well as "men," are intended
to include both the masculine and feminine gender. Any
exceptions to this usage will be so noted.



to block 3

ISD 11.3 Describe Entry Behavior



1 )1

WiLa

0 GOAL

G.4

Job A.,cci ab-

_oar goal in usine this jot) aid is to tcst the en trainees and to
thi,t information in the tollokving way:

R, aditHi me I 11i puint of ad cad bog m§ G

to veify revi the tho erfurmed in
1SOHd,Deu.1 Thjectives, ahout entry skills and knowledges of trainees.

0 OBJECTIVES

11 11.:111-1111g m m 2 >s Rmg ml of ILA ) to den _

titsk 11-w IHIlmving infurimition:

Initial ire; Lk( IONVI1 of the task in m hnxd stihordinate task e
I Level 1 aml 2 Tnsk Elemnts)

; 9G10 of he task into the tang ailed linate bm
which training is required. Task 1 em )

tailforea

'1110 t for

itified and 1 all BASIC Task 1:]Hnents, to validate the1 layini
BASIC Task V.1,,inents for each tat;k:to assure that the learning analysis
D±mimela 1S1) it with neither carried out 3t much deliul nor too Mlle
detail. and i o modili- m e w arning imalysis as necii

PRODUCTS

'Ibis Joh :Lid w 3 res

a completed Learning Analysis Validation She

a valakited learning imitlysis for each task



71.AJOR STEPS IN PROCESS

Step I, Do, :mine And rec t rtl tltt tihhest level task t lentoant s (Level 1 l iii the
Ie;irning

cp 2 Determine and record the ecc ntl highest level task elements (Level 2)
in the learning analysis,

_mine and record the lower :, _s for which traitraining
quired WIS1 Elements) in the learning tnalysis,

Develop ad in BASIC' Task Elenitnt Test,

mine t'ritt riot for !ORE or detailed imalysis of
Task Elerni

Step 5,

-Step ft On the basis of the c and test scores
Task Element, Test, determine if any BASIC Task Elernen
N1ORE or LESS detailed analysis,

Stc It 7, With die a st tanee of the person who did the original learnin analysis
in ISV 11,1, determine if additional dysis is feasible; and if so,
perform the additional analysis,

Report any changes in the original learning anal} ;is
ISD cnil.iil wilt In affecto

0 WORKSHEETS USED

ns -'h s

On page (l=5 is an eKample of a c uniltleied 1 ean Analysis Val ition
Sheet (EAV Sheet)

DESCRIPTIVE FLOWCHART

The flowchart on pa G-51 thru G=55 Jhows the stops in using the esc'riln
Entry Behavior Aid, The rh,wchart will he useful in getting a clear
picture of the overall process used in this:Joh aid. A more completely
described flowchart is provided in ,Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flow-
charts, pil;1,'S HMI G-12.
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from Wock

Mutt does LAY 'tea 4Looia fake 4toit. Secti:vn I he ()au,.compt=etad?
EXAMPLE:

tstm ii 3 Do,cr,1-, Ent TV

LEARNING ANALYSIS VALIDATION SHEET

C

=_, Slir )
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trorn NOck 13
IA

W hat cwo Ldi Sheet Z.00k tike a (3,teA S o ha.5

ht t'ompfc,tod?

EXAMPLE:

LSD II 3-Dnr-ibp Entry Behat--Dr

LEARNING ANALYSIS VALIDATION SHEET

-

I.Et.tii}N iv
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WI shoutd Z cLt<3tj Lexc__,L I Ta6 ?
ISI) I i Ni on will I 4 ma, t o Now each task w it he trained,p:ic(1, etv, 1117. H tiH ttiat 1114. tnsk should he trained in a :self-pacedmode, it wilt I ntv,-,-,-J.ary to identity those task elenwnts zuld their associated loarrunyoll3e,:to.rs tor sludent does nmt require training, link kL-..ntification will 1wavcomplisned through the admtration of pretest which consists ol te,,,t items forupper levH task Ii III In this hlock you will Level 1 Task Fiemenis.

How do 1 idcittL y Lava 1 Tasiz EtorraiLt5?
in the loarnnw zinalysis (tone in [Si) Des.7olop Ohjecryt-s, the task statoment andtask elements should ha\74. heen arranged in n modifiod pyramid forni.. the top of thepyramid was tin task statoment, and helow ihat. Vere Ilit tik 'kinl:-i and enablingskills and knowled,2,es. An example of a modified learning pyramid t: given on thenext palt,o,

j_ lJ"
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EXAMPLE:

Uvnl 1 Tas!; Eivrncrit

r

1

A 1 1 1

:iiif 1151141,
1 ii"fir,i1.1
i

.1,111_ 1 5 1 1 2 I

i

1
11

1filajcJi syk11101:1, I

711 ACjitill kl5)),y,syM1ii)L7,
--______ __:.,--

5 , f ., , , : i
ri_f-ik504 ji [ "-' " ' ',I Ni!

F. 1 I

,im)5,;m1T,SS i
vto ,q,-. , tmk ,

Ali11 I ___ I.

Ai i5,1J iiii!,N, f ii

1 1:1:i

5

42Iiitfo
,A14 ci11-1P,U11

f" ,,, 1

1
1

1

Jii..1.1e1T11PASk

1

(.[ ov,57,.;

y

SYMIitillS

5,1111 if

115AL F.

I

5:111 r--- 5 1 i ji
1 iif AD v51. Ili fi Ail : ,IiILI I

v--1,1

1

ifiTi kriitAiii1/4 f Ciii Fit 50;1,46

'mw Ili- if
iiiij1JP11

WENTIJ y A21111

Mt iil iry
iiii15111,Afliiii

MAIIKF. i
7 11 2 11 2 .2-21

wpolf.
fi ,,!

Jifyiff

fi1f: 1-15:t f !

JO SI Nina A ISIS
nif

In this example, "(iet from point A to fi" is the task statement. Just below the task
statement are the Level 1 Task Elements: "Orient map and compass" and "Hike with
pack". These are the first level skills or knowledges a person must possess hefore he can
perform the task statement,

you have a learning pyramid available to you. VOU can identify the Level 1
Task Elements in your learning. anal 51S hy noting their position m the pyramid. They
are directly below the task statement. If you have no learning pyramid, you should have
some means of rink-Mg 1110 taqk elements um| their ;Issociated skilk and knowledge,
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I f yott used the flum -)l)

letter or a letterinumNr comhn
example of the identification syste

EXAMPLE:

!NTT/TN-1[T
MAP

1

USE LE N

L
MATCH SY1- 'IILIL5

TO ACT IIAL
TERRAIN

T
A i I = 1

ATED SYNROTS
TO 'JUNO

A I

A 1r--- 1
ILLCT:5T LAAP

AND C(31=IIPAL-I

I

I

YS TLM

1

fl

ILL Del/el

he :-

_Thjectives, you -will have
ch tosk element in the pyramict An

FA Lt1ME'ASL

HUALL COMPASS

VAL T HUM

CALF

IHIKE Val-HP.44:K

ATICH PI)lNI
Am+ sr .LE

A I I I

RF A11 VARIES
MTH

INT( AFC', ATION

A

APPLY 1111(F;
F(19 12111THLIHN

FOR E1TAS.

A;IIII A7. 71 A 1177

luNilpy
GRADUATION

FLIAPLL5

I IOENTIPT
ii PO

I REFERENCE
POINT

IOENTIFY
Lt UT MILL IFII

co/LASS

A ;=

I Y 52)t E S

COMPA,.5

2 3 2 j

AVOI5 MADLT TICC

AT T flACTION5

TO STMPTIET Ho'..
------ EXAMEN TM 51

ITEMS HAVL 51E5
OTTIIITO

In this le_ Level 1 '['ask Elements can be easily distinguished becuase they are
identified with "Orient map and compass" is A, and "Hike with pack" is B.
If there were more Level 1 Task Elements, they would hav the letters C, D, E, etc,

it is unimportant if you have used another system of id Aim, so long as you
can determine and record the task element levels. If you did not use a letter/number system
to identify the various levels of elements ;ri your learning pyramid, you can adopt, the
system illustrated in the example.

If there are no Level 1 Task Elements in the learning analysis, coordinate with the
person who performed the learning analysis in ISD ILL or the person who developed
the critical task list in ISD 1.3. A properly defined task should he capable of being broken
down into at least Level 1 Task Elements,



Hv do i ,ct,c_clo,,'Ld thJ Lc_A)L 7 Tcokl --Lmeatrs en
Shut?

ykiu Lotzdtti tuo Levin izt,K :n vour le:Jrnm.!-4 U1t! r1

record the clement and its identification number or totter nurnbor on the LAV Shet.q,
Column A. roh.:mn t roctIrd 3 3z -a::

What doe-o the LAY ShJet Co_ok aLe atcto--1 tha Lc'e 1

Taolz aitc ,tecoA=ded?

EXAMPLE:

isc, II 3 Doscribe Enttv BvILIvInf-

LEARNING ANALYSIS VALIDATION SHEET

r A Ti

ti rUN
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atilL11 tcl LL-c. Live.,L' '2 To,sk EiLanclats?
If sc It p aced instruction is clt tertnanc'd to be the best mode for training this

I I 2 Task a'Iome nt5 will also to included in the pretest. Idrally, it Nvould be sizable
IA) illeillde in tile l,r test, test items for all task eI,2ment 'levels. But becau of practical
constraints, we reomm that the pretest include test items for only Levei 1 and
Level 2 Task Elements.

Hu icien-tctiy Levi 2 Tco Etetnen;
The methods for locating Level 2 Task ---,eras are similar to those explained in the

lrcevious block. Level 2 elements can be identified_ by their position within the learning
pyramid and by the letter number system. (See example on next page.)



EXAMPLE:

AT!

MATCH SYMBOLS
TV ACTUAL

MATCH SYMIJOIS

TERRAIN
TO LEGEND

HIKE W TFI 'Art'.

A n

HEAD LOMPAS-S

A ; 7 I A27 l

r
INTO

APPLY RULES
HT

FDR USIN
I COMPASS

COMPASS

AVOW MAGNETIC
ATTRACTIONSj1_I

rlif AO COMPASS
SAUTES C Rom

SCALE

INT,T

WITH SCALE

IDENTIFY
SYMBOLS

I 42,it
PERO VALUES

WITH
INTL iirc, ATIoN

ATI ) I A t II I Z

IDENTIFY
COLORS

IDENTIFY
SHAPES

In the txampi
letter of the approp
a sub-element of A,
The other sub-element

hey would he i(
with l%ick," would be identifie

A 2111 I A 7I

APPLY RULES
OH DIRECTION
FOR READING

IA7

IDENTIFY
GRAD DAIT

NATIRS

IIDENTIFY
ZERZERO

REFERENCE
PoiNT

IDENTIFY
BLUE POINTER

ove, the Level 2 Task Elements have be

IO SYMPLIFY 'NW.;
EXAMPLE THESE
ITEMS HAVE SEEN
OMITTED

Lied by using the
level I element and a number. Thus, "Interpret Map," which is
int Map and C' on
Use Compass," is

Mined as A.:3, Al ,
B.1. I-1.2

" (Level 1 element) is identified as A.1,
tified as A.2. Were there more sub -elements

etc. The sub elements under B, "Hike
etc.

If you did not. u E a letter /number system to identify the variou elements in your
learning pyramid you adopt the system illustrated in the example.

It is IIos sible that r le:ariling analysis vill contain Level 2 Task Elei

do 1 ,ItecuiLd _die Levet 2 Tafsk Etenient5?

When you have located all the Level 2 Task Elements in your learning analysis,
record the eliiyaint, and its identification number or letter/number on the LAV
Sheet, Column A. In Column B, record zi 2 after all the second level elements.

If there are no Level 2 Task Elements, record "NO 2" in Column B.

RED
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What doe's the LAY Sheet Zook Like. tv. tJL Level 2ra,61z EZemeilto cue tecoitded?
E;-,CANi L E:

1St) Ii Entry Behavlot

LEARNING ANALYSIS YALIOATIOTI SHEET
,LAV

4/1.V2I di 5/7?
7 ALiWrqrzt_ J

= r Reel 4,_,Y!"_ ;4. 7v,

.S(GT:ON
SECTION ,v

Sh.:TION. V
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I rum block 16

1

t 0 bloc

LL BASIC Taisk Hem=
BASIC Task Elements are 1-ifined as being the result o
into its most subordinate elements (or skills and know]
is required,

task
for which training

o BASIC Task Elements were identified in ISC 11.1, Develop Objectives, as a result
of preparing learning analysis pyramids. Learning Objectives should be available
for BASIC Task Eernents as a product of 1SD IL 1

The following are assumptions concerning' BASIC Task Elements:

Training is _required for all BASIC Task Elements.

A majority of entering students tested on the test items derived _ion_ 13:
Task Elements will fail them.

Any subordinate elements resulting from further breakdown of a
Element do not require training.

(lih houtd 1 ,den. t BASIC Ta6k

"l'ask

o You will later use BASIii Task Elements for two purposes:

To determine if the learning analysis pt rfc rmed in !SD ILI, Develol Objectives
is valid.

To identify Lest ilerns to he jut hided in a pretest for use it ed

Determine if lc arnint;_analysis performed in ISD 11.1 is valid. In 151) 11.1, Develop
Objectives, certain asifimptions were made about entry level skills and knowledges
of the trainee. Thes assumptions are important-because they determined how far
the learning analysis was continued. Each task was broken down to the point where
it was assumed that most prospective trainees had.,the prerequisite skills and
knowledges for performing the task.

Since the assumptions about entry level skills and knowledges are the basis for
instructional development they must be validated. The validation will assure that the
basic entry level of the trainee is correctly reflected in the BASIC Task Elements
previously defined in ISD 11,1. For example, if you find that all entering trainees

G-21
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can easily cpertcnrm the activity related
the' learning analysis for a particular task was c,

BASIC Task E Tits, then
nit too far If this is the

case. the learning analysis for this task will need to he reexamined and possibly lesssubordinate BASIC Task Elements identified. On the other hand, it is also possiblethat the learning Analysts of a task was not carried out far enough, as only a small
perei'ntage of entering trainees can answer or perform test items relating to BASICTask Elements, In this case the learning analysis may need to be re-examined to
deterniine if more subordinate BASIC Task Elorne be identified.

a Identify test items to be' included in a pretest_for aced instruction.
the learning analysis for each task has been validated, test items for all

13ASIC Task Elements will he assembled -and incorproated into a test. In ISD 111,2,Specify Instruction Management Plan and Delivery System, a decision will be madeas to what is the most effective delivery system for providing instruction for thetask. If it is determined that group-paced instruction is the most effective, the testitems for BASIC Task Elements will be used to pretest students to determine ifthe class as a whole can bypass instruction for one or more of the BASIC TaskElements,

Now do 1 identi_Pi and AccoiLd BASIC Tci,S l Etemertzt5
o Identification of BASIC Task Elements.

BASIC Task Elements were identified in ISD 11.1, Develop Objectives. You candetermine which task elements are BASIC Task Elements by examining themodified laxning analysis pyramids or Learning Objectives Documentation
Sheet prepared in ISD

In the example on the next page, the BASIC Task Elements have been shaded
to make them more easily identifiable (e.g., Identify Symbols, Identify
Graduation ',larks, Identify Zero I. ference Point, etc.) In the figure, notice
particularly that for purposes of illustration we have shown "Identify Symbols"as the BASIC Task Element rather than "Identify Colors" and "Identify Shapes".The reason for doing so is that we made the assumption (in ISD 11.1, Develop
Objectives) that entering students would already be able to identify colorsand shapes; therefore these task elements require no training and are notclassified as BASIC Task Elements. On 'the other hand, it was assumed thatentering students would not already know how to identify symbols. This

G-22



EXAMPLE:

I
I Ft ALTLIAL

-1131,1_61141

KitNI-iri
SYMBOLS

A11111 A11111 ,41fr-- _1 1--
,;li'41'1, I .

511A11-1

.

!

jr--

;t-Pd.

, Y1 A1-

411.7,:1

,111:ES

1;7 1 A 1__3 _

1
I CTLIVi1,1S..,

A116,4 11t1i11411;

Pt AO tFt

iflf4TIVY
GRAGuATIC34

MARKS

.tIIi2
1

aiTt} RULES
FUti UIFIRPON
lUll A11.,-,C,

1211FF
IGENTIFY

2FR
RtqRtha

POINT

(011111( y
PO-Rai

j

* TC; .SySIPLiY THIS
I ,11.101,1 17111
1!..11; I.1. 111

110117 h 21

means that the block "Identify Symbols is the most detailed task elemi-ntin this branch of the pyramid for which training is required; thus it is classi-fied as a P \SIC 'fask Element
A Learning Objective would have been prepared for the task element "Identify
Symbols." Learning Objectives for the elements "identify Colors" and"Identify Shapes'' would not have been prepared since students will not receivetraining for these task elements.

Examine each branch of the learning analysis pyramid to be certain that youhave identified all BASIC Task Elements associated with the task.
After you have identified all BASIC Task Elements for a task, cheek to .see ifthere is a Learning Objective for ea6, of these elements. If not, chances are goodthat you have incorrectly identified one or more BASIC Task Elements.Remember, it was assumed that training for BASIC 'I'ask Elements is requiredand therefore Learning r:Ijectives should Have Liven prepared.

o Recording Basic Task Elements in Section V of the LAV Sheet
Record each BASIC Task Element and the associated identifying number in (:01.
Record "BASIC", in Col, B,, after each BASIC Task Element;
In isolated easesa BASIC 'fask.Element may be classified as a Level 2 (or even LevelTask Element. In such cases record both the Level number and "BASIC."

G -2
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it/ha t e/s G c LAY Sheet
n_caoiLded It BASIC Taok

EXAM,- LE:

G,24

II 3 Doscrtbe Entry Behavlor

L PIING ANALYSIS VALIDATION SHEET
iLAY .Ker-ritt

I lave



from block 17

to block 1g
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rorn block 18

Voloctd
t Into Awatioig Ni

tot Each eAstc
Eliervot

Yea

Goudance lot

ObtJoo
vihmte

to block 21

V41011ed tack oernt tbOuld be libi
output trim ISV 11 2, Nye too T

111010 V* 001 IIVidalle, mount them Won
the 01210o mpool,O1, for &raining Int thorn

When weidatect In! Opals Osvt btn obtained,
igloo to 13t000two AO noting FluAthott,
II 3, 8102k 19



from blocks 19 and 20

rtgsw, BASIC
ink Cl.rwt Tqlt

to block 22

Th. LIASIC TB& Eit Mira Tat ea tompoted of Int IIAIst tv.d tot #11

BASIC It lk Eilments Th. nil MAY bl A yelltAn tnt. i petorrftrici
of gOrOtrinIIon ut aro r

For hAfthp inloimam, u. sccr.

Hoer f 1 pitepaite the BASIC Taisk Eeement 'Feist?

The BASIC Task Element Test should include all the test items for BASIC Task Elements.

It may be a written test, a performance test, or a combination of the two. It will later be

used to determine if the,BASIC Task Elements have been correctly identified, i.e., that the

learning analysis was carried out correctly.

Test instructions h uld be written out, and the following information should be

included:

Purpose of the test.
Testing conditions to be used.
Scoring procedures to be used.
Time limits, if any, for test administration,
Etc.

For more information, see Job Aid for ISD 11.2, Develop Tests, and R.W. Swezey,

Guidebook for Develo in Criterion Referenced T_ es U.S. Army: Research Institute for the

Behavioral arid Social Sciences, August 1975.
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from block 21

2

SfIKI Te$f PinhaVign
Firpletf31141,VE ui

tr,ftY lnrl Slud*.li

to block 23

For $ce bylaw

W iy do I is etect to poprition. nepae6entatixeentAy revel istudent)s?
Since you are testing entry behavior, you must be certain that your sample populationis representative of this group. The sample should not include any people who have alreadyreceived training in the task(s) being tested. Try to assemble a cross-section of people whowill reflect the diversity of skills and knowledges possessed by entering trainees.
For this test, a group of some thirty people should be an adequately largesample population.
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from block 22

23

r---
Adminittel BASIC
I nk
Tell/Como. Fkom

to block 24

How do I adminiztvt. the. BASIC Ta6k. Uwe
When administering the test, be sure that your instructions are clear, consistent and

comprehensive. Also be sure that testing conditions are the same as they will be for the
students who will eventually receive training.

More information about test administration is given in R.W. Swezey, Guidebook for
Developing it.__LnAReferenced Tests, U.S. Army: Research Institute for the Behavioral
and Social Sciences-, August 1975.

How do I compile the scokes ,6oiL the. BASIC Task
Etement Tut?

In cor.xpiling the scores for the BASIC Level Task Element Test, determine the
following for each test item:

The total number of individuals to whom he test item was administered.

The total number of individuals who failed the test item.

The percentage of individuals who failed the test item. (To figure the percentage,
find the number of people who failed and divide it by the total number oi
individuals to whom the test item was administered.)

G.29
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from block 23

2AIeeJ f.1 11.4W
PAWy CAp101022
LAV Sheet

33

F tact, AE2IC Tail
Fading

C.WMundlii0 int 1101
FAffiule Sq. lSt.,C4try, V,

C R CJ, LAV

to floc 2b

NIINT WtOrmeN.. WbOi.

Now do 1 compite the /SW/W.4 c5,1_ the Sais.Le Ta6k
Eement Test?
You have already recorded the BASIC Task Elements in Section V. Column A, of theLAV Sheet. Now you must relate each test item to its corresponding BASIC Task Elementon the LAV Sheet. After you have done this record the percent failing each test itemand the sample size used to obtain the percentage of failure. By recording the samplesize, you will have a permanent record of how you figured the percentage.

What doe's the. LAV Sheet took Lae 4tet the peAcentliaaing and the isampZe )size have been Aux/Lc:fed?

h4za.7 MC* S7RRR,s

R. .

,474A,A.;

R. . J.l. J.
2E4,0 te'elf,Ce 10/A7-

Z4EN,,,,,r7 par 'dm/ma
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from blork 25
16

6.t.i..60!flecaf
6,06. larldtiREILESS
(5.161td

to block 27

.60 .66.n. a, td0F16/LE66
the ihuuld rntluJ

Ir=k,

. fei farther

What Lo meant by "detvunine toiL maiLe/te/s4
detailed &c owing cznaty4rEis

In ISD 11.1, Develop Objectives, a learning analysis was performed for each task and
BASIC Task Elements were identified. (Remember, BASIC Task Elements are defined as
the most subordinate element of a task for which training is required.) Identification of
the BASIC Task Elements was made on the basis of the subject matter expertise of the
individual who performed the learning analysis. One purpose of this job aid is to determine
if the learning analysis is correct or if a more or less detailed analysis should be con-
sidered. For example consider the following two situations:

Situation 1: All entry-type students who were administered the test
item for a BASIC Task Element failed the item (i.e.,
100% failed)

ation 2: All entry-type students who were administered the test
item for a BASIC Task Element passed the item
0% failed)

In Situation 1 you should certainly consider performing a MORE detailed- learning
analysis. You have no assurance that the task was broken down into sufficient
detail. Further breakdown might result in identification of additional subordinate
task elements which require training.

In-Situation 2 you should certainly consider performing a LESS detailed learning
analysis, It would appear that this task element had been incorrectly identified
as a BASIC Task Element inasmuch as it is already known by our representative
entry-type students. Therefore, a LESS detailed subordinate task element should
perhaps be identified as the BASIC Task Element.

In the two situations above it was easy to decide that MORE detailed learning
analysis should be considered for Situation 1 and LESS detailed analysis be considered
for Situation 2. However, these are artificial r;ituations. Would you consider performing
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a MORE detailed learning analysis if 90% of the entry-type students failed the test item?
What about 80 %©? Similarly, would you consider performing a LESS detailed learning
analysis if 10% of the entry-type students failed the test item? What about 20%? In this
block you will establish the criteria to use in determining if a MORE or LESS detailed
learning analysis should be considered.

How do 1 etabti,,,sh the cititeir,wn e jai
no. de a nice, de .fed teaAnkng anaty4,4..6

A Zezz detailed teaAning anatysi6?
The example below will assist you in understanding and establishing the criteria to
be used for consideration of both MORE and LESS detailed learning analysis.
Study it carefully before you establish your-own criteria:

G-32

A

I I _
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Percentage of Entry-Type Students Failing Test I

WHERE:

A = LESS Detailed Learnin Analysis. Any BASIC Task Element for which 0 -20 %©
of entry_ -type students fail the corresponding test item will be considered for
having LESS detailed learning analysis performed on it.

= NO Additional Learnin Anal sis. Any BASIC Task Element for which 21-79%
of entry-type students fail the corresponding test item will be considered to
require no additional learning analysis to be performed.

C = MORE Detailed Learning Analysis. Any BASIC Task Element for which 80-
100% of entry-type students fail the corresponding test item will be con-
sidered for having MORE detailed learning analysis performed on it.



In the example, on the previous page, 20% was established as the criterion to use
for considering performing a LESS detailed learning analysis. The criterion for
considering performing a MORE detailed learning analysis was established at 80%
in the example. In this example, any percentage value falling between 20% and
80l© the learning analysis as originally performed is considered correct.

It is important that you establish your own criteria for determining when you will
consider performing a MORE detailed or LESS detailed learning analysis.. There
are no hard and fast rules for establishing these criteria. However, they should b'e_
established individually for each task. Such factors as task importance, conse-
quence of inadequate training on life and equipment, possibility for self-training,
training time availability, etc. should be considered.

-_Task importance. The more important the task is to the overall job, the more
important it is to be certain that all necessary subordinate task elements are
identified and represented in training.

Consequences of inadequate training. It is especially important that all necessary
subordinate task elements are identified and represented in training when
inadequate training of the task might endanger life or equipment.
Possibility for self-training. If there is little possibility for a student to learn a
necessary subordinate task element through self-training, then it is important
that the necessary subordinate element be represented in training.
Training time availabilit . Theoretically, the time available for training should
not influence your decision in establishing the criteria for performing MORE or
LESS detailed learning analysis. But on a practical basis, if training time is
limited, some subordinate task elements may be sacrificed. If training time is
available, be certain that all needed subordinate elements are represented in
training.

We suggest the criterion for a MORE detailed learning analysis be no less than
70% and no greater than 90%.

We also suggest the criterion for a LESS detailed learning analysis be no greater
than 30% and no less than 10%.
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After considering all of the above,

for especially important tasks,

for tasks where serious consequences may occur as a result of inadequate training,

for tasks which the student cannot learn through self-training, and

when training time is not overly restricted

establish the criteria as follows:

MORE detailed learning analysis criterion: 70%

LESS detailed learning analysis criterion: 10%

How do 1 Aecotd the ..c)titut-ta jo a male /.Less
detate.ed Zealuti.ng anaiyzi,s?

The criterion you will use for considering conducting a MORE detailed learning
analysis is recorded in Section III of the LAV Sheet.

G=34

The criterion you will use for considering conducting a LESS detailed learning
analysis is recorded in Section IV of.the LAV Sheet..



What doe the LAV Sheet took Zike a6tet the e ALteit-ta

Ii0A a mo,te/444 detaiZed tea/ming ana4/5-bs have

been Aecoaded?

EXAMPLE:

ISD II 3 Descrrbe Entry Behavior

LEARNING ANALYSIS VALINTION SHEET
ILAV Shell)

S ECTION I

N r 5.EC

SEC MN II

Coo
-2 IA V 1,..i

SEC TIOTT III S[GTI]N IV

V7H E T Aft ED C. fgi r it 1E:5 DETAILED

70

Requitvr,
U
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from block 26

71

ENnimo Firlinlyat
BASIC Usk EluroF.I
( 5Ntion V, Gott A 6 0.
LAV Shim)

76

lomirif FFIlIng
Ten Itni (CM C) tt
GregAr Toth or Edttti to
I)4 M96 OotA,I#6
Clitif 14 liKatalid
riximn tli, LAV Ust

to block 2

tit IxArnO.

Haug da LAV She took the peAcentage icatZing
-us gteatet than on equat to the "MORE detaited1
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up u,L the .tcto s ALequiii 6 1io )1,e,
an and tdL06 _ady (Scot 1S-0 11. 4 Qc. s

Your supervisor will decide how to proceed with the ISD process. The decision _ be
made is Whether the tasks which do not need additional analysis should be sent on to
i.11 rioN,t LSD block, Determine Seiltkince and -Structure, while the other tasks receive
additional analysis. Or, whether it would he wiser to keep all the tasks together and wait

ail the additional analysis is completed be4-ore 1Lli, £ any tasks on; to the next block,
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Who ,shoud ba ihvo&cid the iLe-examian the.

wLeviousZy coaduced ZecvuLing anaty6i)?

Contact the person \vim conductvd the original learning analysis for any task in which
tho analysis is in question, I. those tasks for which ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS" is

un ;lie Lop ul jili i itis iihiniiduni may no able Lo provioe valuable
information cOncerning why and how a particular task was broken down into subordinate
task iloynents ot ;kills and kra,-wledges,

Therefore, it is strongly recommended that you work as a team in the re-examination
of learning analysis of tasks in question.

)
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a! tut 2 heel uf,d to
Zeaiuting anat.

w I xamti L. oaLLicibLat

The LANr Sheet for a specific task was labeled ADD1TI -)N- AN, 'SIS" because
letamng mdicatecl rn:tde III 01-11.2.1n.ci icati.mg
lvsis concerning the entry level skills and knowledges- potential trainees were

The valid in may have incHcatet! one or both of the following:

k was broken clown too far fot
"LESS .ailed" learning analysis should
already know the skills and knowledges requi
BASW T.,4. Element.;

n idcrud
ed for a

elements and therefore
i.e., entry-type students

etazent identified as a

The task w: on clown far enough or one or more task elements and
detailed "' learning analysis should he considered, (i.e., an extremely

large percentage of entry -type students failed the test items associated with the
BASR: Task Element and there is a real question as to whether BASIC Task
Elements have been identified at a sufficiently detailed level.

Therefore, the learning analysis previously performed must he carefully re-examined
for each task clement in question and a decision made as to whether the learning analysis
should be modified.

G .4 7



ining the oripini1 learning analysis examine the modified lear
pyramid in its entirety. For all BASIC Task Elements question ("LESS/MORE
detailed" recorded in D, LAN' Sheet) the re-examination should include the
following considerations:

G.48

ng

If LESS detail is indicated you must consider this questiot_.

Ilow does the task element presently identified as a BASIC Task El_einent relate
to other BASIC Task Elements in the same branch of the pyramid? Look at
the example below. For purposes of illustration assume two situations occurred
as a result of the learning analysis validation.

APPLY HULLS
FOR DIRECTION

FOR REACONG

IOENTiFY
ZERO

RFIFERENU
RUINF

1

IDENTIFY
FLUE POINTER

Situation 1: Assume that the validation produced the following results:
Both -Identify Zero Reference Point" and -Identify Blue Pointer were
incorrectly identified as BASIC Task Elements. Validation results indicated
that entry-type students already know how to identify zero reference point
and the blue pointer. Therefore, -LESS detailed- has been recorded on the
LAV Sheet for these task e ements.

In this situation you should consider re-classifying the BASIC Task Element at a
less detailed level. "Identify Zero Reference Point" and "Identify Blue Pointer"
would be dropped as BASIC Task Elements (and not be included in training).
"Apply Rules for Direction for Reading" would be classified as the new Basic
Task Element.

Situation 2: Assume the validation produced the following results:

-Identify Zero Reference Pont'i was correctly identified as a BASIC Task
Elen'ant.



"Identify Blue Pointer" was incorrectly identified as a BASIC Task Element.
Validation results indicated that entry-type students already know how to
identify the blue pointer. Therefore, "LESS detailed" had been recorded on
the LAV Sheet for this task element.

s situation, if it were decided by you and the person who performed the
original learning analysis that training is indeed not required for "Identify Blur'
Pointer" then it would be dropped as a BASIC Task Element. However,
case you would not classify the task element "Apply Rules for Direction for
Reading" as a substitute BASIC Task Element. Why? Remember, we earlier
defined a BASIC Task Element as being most detailed subordinate elements of a
tsk for which training is required. In this situation "Identify Zero Reference
Point" is the most detailed subordinate element of this branch of the learning
pyramid. Therefore, in this situation the result of our re-examination might be
that we have one less BASIC Task Element.

0 If MORE detail is indicated you must consider the question:

Can the task element presently identified as a BASIC Task Element be mean-
ingly broken down into further subordinate elements (or skills and knowledges)?
For example, "Identify symbols" could be broken down into subordinate
eiern en Ls -Identify Colors" and "Identify Shapes '. On the other hand, if "Iden-
tify Blue Pointer" was the BASIC Task Element and the validation analysis
results indicated "MORE detailed" learning analysis should be considered, you
might be hard pressed to meaningfully break this task element down further
into more detailed subordinate task elements. It will be necessary for you to
use your own judgement (or the judgment of other subject matter experts) in
determining if a task element can be broken clown into more detailed sub-
ordinate BASIC Task Elements. In reaching your .cision, ask yourself the
following types of questions:

If the task element is broken down into more detailed subordinate task
elements, will it be possible to prepare meaningful learning objectives for

new BASIC Task Elements?

2'
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possihle it, prepare meaningfH ,,,st items for the new SA 1

stlft nt, time,
'rash Plomont

loio more

the

G.50

or _

the abo . (most'
ttd subordinat task e

iiit es, CLC.

JU SI-J(111H 110t brei

m CO FtS ; 4 a
Zeaknbig anaty)s.a OA. a ,t a la?

I; LI

-k that you rmike modifications to the learning analysis;, ou must cons
odification on:

Objectives

l the LAV Sheet indicates that LESS detail is necessary for a BASIClop ,,,__
1,-,is`k, ivulent, and You have decided to replace this basic element by moving

the Pyramid to a higher level task element. As a consequence of this change,
origllaal BASIC Task Element will not be included in the training program,

-aiming objective for this task element will no longer be needed. Be
these lea-Ming objectives are deleted so that they will not inad-L4±`

erterltly be included in later training.

if AV Sheet indicates that MORE detail is cessary for a BASIC Task
you have decided to break down the basic element into stilllowcz 401% and knowledges, you will need to prepare learning objectives for

411 13ASIC Task Elements identified,

leek ea.b task element in the learning pyramid that is scheduled to be
.de( training= aiake certain that you have a learning objective for each

C)f 010 task elements, and for only these task elements.
certain that

-
Changes in the learning analysis are also reflected in the

N e (output) resulting from ISD Ill, Develop Objectives.

2



0 Test Items

For the same mavens as ex /m ned above under learning obj
need to be deleted or added.

w ill

Cneck each task element m the mydlearning pyramid that is scham uled to be included
in training and therefore to he tested. Make certain that you have a test item
for each task element, and fol- oidv m weta elements. 'to complete this
process you should coordinate with the it:di lual responsible for 1SD 11.2,
Develop Tests.

IF YOU MODIFY TILE ORIGINAL LEARNING ANALYSIS FOR
ANY TASK, IT WILL 3E NECESSARY FOR YOU TO RETURN
1O BLOCK 11 OF THIS JOB AID TO VALIDATE THE NEW
LEARNING ANALYSIS
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frOrri Wock

hIC1,:-J,

Why -luwo,frz-t to yo (IA ,s up eiLvi,.s OIL?

You should report to your supervisor to show him the following information:
7 Al: A 3 AL witii 3 levels oi LaSic elements identified: Level 1 Level 2 :Ind13.ASIC Level,

I1 necessary, a corrected learning analysis that accurately reflects the entry levelsLill s and knowledge of trLiinees imu the BASIC Level Task. Elements.
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meek&

cooAdin: ktith L di.viduat4 who
aativitiu LSD Phais e I?

You should coordinate wEh these individuals m inform Amer
Flaming ;analysis. 'nese individuals should determine if merit

put of their I,SD block. If so, the necessary revisions should be made.
dm be new/2y in the Soldier's Manual and the Commander'-s Manual,

nad an

made
»tOeo«-

mo ons way
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the impottance o6 ptepaiting corn/nen-to Off. peo
wotking n othet steps 06 the in6tituati.oncte zyztenks
deveeopment pnoce6.6? How do. I Aec_oAd titon?

In order for the :nStructional Systems Development process to work effectively it
is imperative that there be forward and backward communication between the
people involved in the process. At some time or other you have probably com-
plained _about the input that has been provided to you. Sometimes, you may
have hack to do work that should have been performed in previous steps.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU FEED THIS INFORMATION BIACK
TO THE APPROPRIATE PEOPLE SO THAT REVISIONS CAN' RE
MADE TO EFFECT IMPROVEMENT IN THE END PRODUCT.

In-your research for this step of the Instructional Systems Development process
you may have discovered additional informaion that you think may be useful
to people who will be working in steps thA follow this one. If so, it is equally
important that you pass this information on to appropriate peOple.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE INSTRUCTION
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IS CRITICAL/FOR
EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

A copy of the ISD COORDINATION SHEET can be fotind:in the back of this
manual. Make sufficient copies to ena',I:? you to send,bne to every individual
you wish to communicate with plus copies for your records.

Complete the ISD COORDINATION SHEET in duplicate. Send one copy to the
individual and attach one copy to the package of LOD Sheets.
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JOB AID FOR

DETERMINE SEQUENCE AND STRUCTURE

ISD

Manual

This fs the 8th in a series of ISD Job Aids for use in instructional design and
development. This volume is to be used as a supplement to the primary document
"Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring Flowcharts ISD II.4 Determine Sequence and
Structure." The flowchart document will direct you to specific guidance, examples,
and references provided in this volume. If you do not have the primary flowchart
document, request it from your supervisor.

The wording in this manual should not be construed to
discriminate between the sexes. In order to avoid a
repetitious use of the termini:deny, "he /she," the terms,
"he" "him," and "his," as well as "men," are intended
to include both the masculine and feminine gender. Any
exceptions to this usage will be so noted.

6



ISD 11.4 Determine Sequence and Structure

to block 3

This in I t 1 on orgon4*14 user with
ininuttinn On 14 Nig 11.0 hue 0114
Job Aith and Igt Iheil UR.

Helel fo InitOduCROn:
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from blocks 1 and 2
3

Have VvU
Ui.ed The 1gb A.d

Bolgf

of lot Aid
or Sequent _ and
upeture abOtfiVt1

to block 6

Overvitv, intiodet:
- tool
= Objetliwoe
- Product;
- Maur imp in ptaCrti
- Watkih4elj LOsed

Ontbplire

For ggliglgd 00000egb roe hole

the job aid cor. 4equencykng and g/Loupcng
objectives all. about?
o GOAL

The purpose of.this job aid for sequencing and grouping learning objectives is
to help assure that when instructional materials are developed, each learning
objet Ave is placed in the best relationship with other learning objectives to:

produce the most learning in the shortest period of time
help the soldier make the transition from one skill or body of knowledge
to another
assure that the supporting knowledge and skills e acquired before dependent
subject matter is introduced.

In short, your task in this block is to identify the NATURAL ORDER OF
LEARNING that is inherent in the objectives you wish to train.

ti OBJECTIVES

1) Given a list of learning objectives, arrange them in the sequence in which
instruction will be presented to the trainees.

2) Given the sequenced learning objectives, arrange them into major groups to
simplify further handling of broader content areas, i.e., modules, chapters,
sections, etc.

H.4



OVERVIEW OF MAJOR STEPS IN SEQUENCING AND
GROUPING OBJECTIVES

Step 1. Sequence the learning objectives for each task in which the following rela-
tionships between objectives are shown:

a) dependent
b) supportive
c) independent

Step 2. Group terminal learning.objectives by instructional setting

Step 3. Determine appropriate sequence of terminal learning objectives

Step 4. Structure terminal learning objectives into groups

Step 5. Identify and group learning objectives which are identical between tasks or
elements/skills and knowledges

Step 6. Identify and group learning objectives which have common elements

PRODUCTS

Use of this job aid will result in the assignment of a group letter (i.e., A, B, C, D, etc.)
and sequence number for every TLO and LO ii the course for which you are develop-
ing instruction.

WORKSHEETS USED

The worksheets used in this job aid are the same as used in the job aid for ISD
Develop Objectives. They are:

Learning Objectives Documentation Sheet OD Sheet) (See example on
next page)

H-5



EXAMPL E:

H.6
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Terminal Learning Objective LP Card (white)
Learning Objective LP Card (yellow)

Sec below for completed examples-.

Task #

Instructional Setting

Learning Objective #

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP CARD

Group Letter

Sequence # _

Action Statement:

(white car

LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP CARD

Task # LO Sequence # L
Element/Enabling S&K # LO Group Letter

r /e
Learning Category/Subcategory -iii. u61 TLO Sequence #

Learning Objective #____L9_04(z_,4 TLO Group Letter

Action' Statement:

0 ,r te-v1/4N

(yellow card)
1

H=7



DESCRIPTIVE FLOWCHART

H.8

The flowchart on pages H-49 thru H-50 shows the major steps in the use of theJob Aid for Sequencing and Grouping Objectives. The flowchart will be useful toyou in getting a clear picture of the overall process used in this job aid. A more
completely described flowchart is provided in Job Aids: Descriptive Authoring
Flowcharts, pages H-3 thru H -12,
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to blottk 25

H 'w do I deter the, .`L 114.6 cex
ob je ve,6?
o Keep in mind that there are no hard and fast rules for sequencing objectives.. How-

ever, there are rules of thumb which will help you devise a reasonable sequence.

H-14

o In order to sequence two objectiLes, you must first determine the elation-
ship between them. i lvo tOlvnitw objectives may have:

a dependent relationship, in that mastery cif one requires prior mastery of
the other,

an independent
of each other: or

ionshn in th at they are to relate at e- dent

a supportive relationship, in that some transfer of learning takes place from
one learning objective to the other.

The table on ,the next page contrasts the three types of dependent, independent
and supportive relationships, The table also provides examples of each of these
relationships and shows how the relationship affects sequencing,



Types of Relationships Between Learning Objectives

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT SUPPORTIVE

Skills and knowledges in une
learning objective are closely
related to those in the other
learning objective,

Skills and knowledges in one
learning objective are unrelated
to those in the other learning
objective.

Skills and knowledges in one
learning objective have some rela-
tionship to those in the other
learning objective.

To master one of the learning
objectives, it is first necessary
to master the other.

Mastering one of the learning
objectives does not simplify
mastering the other,

The learning involved in mastery
of one learning objective transfers
to the other, making learning in-
volved in the mastery of the other
easier.

EXAMPLES:
In math, in order to learn multi-
plication one must first learn
addition.
One cannot send messages in
Morse Code without first having
mastered the codes far each of
the letters and numbers. The
"sending" skills are totally
dependent on the prior learning.

EXAMPLES:
For a clerk typist, "type letters
from drafts" is independent of
"maintain files."
For a wheeled vehicle mechanic,
"adjust carburetor" is independent
of "torque engine head studs."
In both examples, knowing how
to do one would not help much
with the other.

EXAMPLES:
"Assemble weapon" has a sup-
portive relationship to "discs-
semble weapon,"
"Drive a 1/4 ton truck" is

supportive relationship to "drive
a 2-1/2 ton vehicle." In both
examples, learning to du one
would help considerably in
learning to do the other.

The learning objectives must be
arranged in the sequence indi-
cated by the above hierarchy.

In general, the learning objective
can be arranged in any sequence
without loss of learning.

The learning objectives should be
placed close together in the se..

-.quence to permit optimum transfer
of learning from one. learning objec-
tiVeto the other.

1=1-15



Some effects of encing are:
1. Sequencing effects are lonLraj-LI:e. The advantages or disadvantages of usingany sequencing scheme will not likely show up immediately. Therefore, end=of-course tests should be used for evaluating effectiveness of sequencing tech-niques. Within-course Vsts of small portions of the course are not likely toreveal the true effects of sequence.

Sequence is im ortant to low-aptitude students. Students who have a highaptitude for the subject matter will learn it in spite of sequencing. The loweraptitude of the learner for the content, the more important it becomes thatsome type of sequence and structure is provided.
3. Sequence is ifnuortant with unfamiliar materials Students who are familiar

with materials will learn regardless of order of preSentationn But as materialbecomes increasingly unfamiliar to the student, the importance of sequenceincreases.

4. Sequence is important with non-redundant materials. Some instructionalmaterials are especially redundant, stating important points over and over
again. S,oquencing is not especially important with these materials, becausethe student can pick up the second time anything he has missed the firsttime. But if materials are non-redundant and state their points only once,it is important that the materials he sequenced according to some rationale,

H-16



from block 24

25

Ffv,,Nt LOD
Sheet 4nd km.05J
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Y,11u. LP

to block 27

How do sequence object-ti ets toLth Dependent
/Lea hipis?

Sequencing learning objectives that support a TI,O.

1) Review each Learning Objective LP Card on which you have an action state-
ment to determine if certain skills and knowledges are prerequisites for others.
Ask the question, "What other skills or knowledges must the student have in
order to accomplish this task?" The answer to this question will help you
identify the proper sequence for prerequisite objectives. The simpler pre-
requisite objectives should be sequenced before the higher-level (complex)
objectives of which they are a part. For example, before a person can multi-
ply, he must be able to add. Learning how to add is a prerequisite for
multiplying.

2) Arrange and rearrange the Learning Objective LP cards until you are sure the
enabling skills and knowledges (prerequisite objectives) are placed before the
higher level more complex objectives. In other words, construct a shorthand
pyramid.

For example, a terminal learning objective with its learning objectives might
look like this when the cards have been arranged. (See next page)

2



Shorthand Pyramid Displaying Learning naiysis

INTERPRET
MAP

USE LEGEND

MATCH SYMBOLS
TO ACTUAL
TERRAIN

1
MATCH SYMbaS

TO LEGEND

I

IDENTIFY
SymiluLA

IDENTIFY
COLDHS

H-18

GET 1 ROM POINT A TO POINT II

ORIENT MAP
LAND COMPASS

J

IF WIiH PA

USE GRID

SYSTEM

USE COMPASS

READ COMPASS

vAtuES FROM
SCALE

ALIEN POINTS
LVITA SCALE

SIGHT
COPPASS

IEAD VALUES
WITH

ITEHPD

I IOENTIFy
GRADUATION

MARES

APPLY RULES
OR DIRECTION
FOR READING

IOENTIFY
ZERO

REFERENCE

POINT

IDENTIFY
BLUE POINTER

APPLY TALES
FOR USING
COMPASS

AvO') MAGNETIC
ATTRACTIONS

Note that before you can master the TLO of "get from Point A to Point B,"
you must be able to do two learning objectives: "orient map and compass,"
and "hike with a pack." Some of the learning objectives under "orient map



have dependent relationships. Those bier-- C ±r er d object ae
therefore, easy to sequence. One sequence is:

1.

2.

_:fy symbols

a. Match symbols to actual terr-'
b. Match symbols to legend
a. Use legend
h. Use grid sys em
Interpret map

H.19



from block 26

27
_

Re4I7,1:1,4

tc) bloLlc

1,1

irjf,f, f75II Ir,

how do I /sequence objectiveA with 4 Ul po tive Ae-tztaln,51-14107
1) Continue to study the Learning Objective LP cards which make up the shorthand

pyramid for this task.

2) Arrange objectives with supportive relationships as close together in the sequence
as practical so that optimum transfer of learning can take place.

3) Arrange objectives close together if the conditions under which the learning
objectives are carried out are identical or similar, and if the conditions are diffi-
cult or expensive to produce at random times. For example, if several learning
objectives have conditions such as "at night," "on muddy terrain," or "when
flying at an altitude of 20,000 feet," you will probably wish to place the "at
night" learning objectives together, the "on muddy terrain" learning objectives
together, etc.

4) Arrange objectives close together if a particular piece of equipment must be
available in order to accomplish a group of learning objectives, and if you are
not likely to have continuous access to that equipment, you will probably wish
to group the learning objectives that use that particular equipment. In addition,
you will want to keep the order of the group of learning objectives within the
total program as flexible as possible. For example, if the learning objective
is "perform maintenance on helicopter," you will have to wait until the heli-
copter is available for maintenance before you can accomplish the objective.

H2O.



from block 27

23

LC3 vio
WOW du,

to blo-1, 29

How do I zequence objeci:ive6 with independent ,Leation4hip4.

Learning objectives with independent relationships may be arranged in any
sequence. Any of the guidelines listed for sequencing learning with a supportive
relationship may also be used for sequencing objectives with independent rela-
tionships. However, with the latter, you need not be concerned about locating
the learning objectives close together in the sequence unless condition or equip-
ment constraints indicate otherwise.

Some of the learning objectives present more of a sequencing problem, however,
In an example below, which should be placed first, "read compass values from
scale" or "align points with scale?" These can be placed in either order, so
long as they are both placed before "read compass," and as long as "read com-
pass from scale" comes after the five learning objectives under it.

REAR COMPASS

REAR COMPASS
VALUES FROM

SCALE

REAR VALUES
WIT',
PELLA HON

IDENTIFY
GRADUATION

MARES
_

ALIGN POINTS
WITH SCALE

APPLY RULES
FOR DIRECTION

FUR READING

IDENTIFY
ZERO IDENTIFY

REFERENCE I FILLIL POINTER
PRINT

1 3 4

H-2,



However, if you place "align points with scale within learning objective 1 through 6,
you would interfere with the dependent sequence of lose learning objectr, es. There-
fore, unless you had a good reason for doing otherwise, you would place "align
points" either after "rQad compass values from scale" or before the group of learning_
objectives that have a dependent relationship to "read compass values from scale."

REAL) COMPASS

FEAT COMPASS
VALUES FROM

6
SCALE

FAO VALUEs
WITH

INTERPOLATION

TIEV
GRAOLIATION

MARKS

ALIGN POINT!
V.J14 5cALE

APPLY RULES
OR DIRECTION
FDIi READING

5

IDENTIFY
ZERO IDENTIFY

REFERENCE BLUE POINTER
POINT

1 3 4

H-22
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1
COMPASS

REM] COMPASS

VALUES FROM
SCALE

LALIGN POINTS
WITH SCALE

READ VALUES
WITH

INTERPOLATION

GRADUATION
MANES

IDENTIFY

APPLY RULES
Fon DIRECTION

FOR PEAL-ONO
6

IDENTITY
ZERO

REFERENCE
POINT

4

IDENTIFY
FLUE POINTER



from block 2B

FIKpf dt.twv., an
YerIvi LP C.4,J

What pultpose does the sequence awribeA save?

o In blocks 26, 27 and 28 you sequenced the LOs for this TLO by the types of
relationships between the LOs. You determined that some LOs must be trained
before others because of their dependent relationships; others should be presented
together because of their supportive relationships; and for some the order of
presentation is not important. The sequence number you assign in this block is
a documentation of this sequencing. It represents a first judgment of the order in
which the LOs should be addressed in training. In later blocks (blocks 37 and 40)
you may find that this order roods to be modified. For example, you may find
that a LO represented in this TLO may be represented in another TLO. If so,
you will probably not wish to give training for the LO for every TLO in which it
is represented. The judgment as to where it is best trained will be made later.
In this block you will make only the first judgment.

How do I assign the LO sequence and wheAe do
1 Aecotd it?

The LO Sequence number is recorded in the upper right corner of the Learning
Objective LP Card.

o Start with the LO that you have determined should he trained first when this
TLO is being presented to the student. Record a LO Sequence number of "1"
to this LO on the corresponding Learning Objective LP Card. Record a LO
Sequence number of "2" to the LO that should be trained second. Continue this
procedure until sequence number has been recorded for all LOs for this TLC).

H-23



does the ecuming Objective LP Catd Zook
,e aiitet e LO Sequence numbuL has been

itted in?

LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP CA
Task e O 57A O t
Element/Enabling S&K

Learning Category/Subcategory

Learning Objective

Action Statement:

0-1. le" CO vv.4- a-5,5

LO Group

'ILO Sequence #

TLO Group Letter



from block 29
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from block 32

2,4
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Hoar do 1 4 equenc e T LOis

o The same guidance for sequencing LOs applies to the sequencing of TLOS.
Arrange the Terminal Learning Ohjective LP cards into a new shorthandpyramid. It is impractical to rearrange accompanying LOs, however, keepin mind that-when you place a particular terminal learning objective in acertain position in the sequence, you will later locate the learning objectivesthat support the terminal learning objective with it. This is because of the
dependent relationship of the learning objective to the terminal learning objec-tive, and because of the transfer of learning that is more likely to occur whenclosely related learning objectives are kept together.

For example: One terminal learning objective might be to operate a certainpiece of equipment, while another terminal learning objective might be toinstruct others in the proper operation of the equipment. Most likely a
dependent relationship exists between these two terminal learning objectives;therefore, you would place "operate equipment" before "instruct others."The guidelines for sequencing supportive and independent TLOs are likewisethe same as given for LOs.

26
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fror, block 33

Amigo TLO
Sequence

to block 35

hif horn, idot@,$tt beg,*

Hone do I a-sisign and iLecaiLd eiura_nat Zeafr. n ng o b ectAlve
equence nurnbeAs?

Assign a TLO Sequence number of "1" to the TLO which is to be
a "2- to the TLO to be trained second; etc.

fined first;

Record the TLO Sequence number in the upper right corner of he following forms:
Learning Objective Doc uinentation (LOD) Sheet
Terminal Learning Objective LP Card

All Learning Objective LP Cards associated with each TLO

What does the teizminat £etv&tLng objective LP Card oo k
Zike alitvc the TLO s equence number haz been
Aecotded on it?

EXAMPLE:

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP CARD
Task #

Instructional Setting

Learning Objective #

Group Lette

Action Statement:

2G H27



What doe-6 the Lec ning Ob ective Docume
Zook Zike a6tet the TLO 4equence numb
Aecoiuled on it?

H-28

ISD ILI Develop Objective

LEARNING OBJECTIVES DOCUMENTATION SHEET
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What doeo a Leaitnkng Ob ective LP Ca Ad took Zike aitex
thz ILO sequence number. has been AecoiLded i_t?

Task #

LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP CARD

LO Sequence

LO _ Letterferment /Enabling S&K

rolim
Learning Category/Subcategory

Learning Objective #

Action Statement:

H.29



from block 34

5-1wowp
No Groups

I
to bMck 36

g gbigttivn dug wioniggd, m4ag- -big blockg tgolatI
tuftligr .P gbjectves.

H ©4{1 do 1 to c-w e= C n ZeciAntng 0 b ectiv eJs
nto gto upz ?

While sequencing TLOs, you undoubtedly realized that you were dealing with quite
a few items; so many in fact, that you might have had difficulty in getting a clear
picture of the relationship between all of them. You can partially overcome this
difficulty by dividing the TLOs into large groups that will provide organized
manageable blocks of content with which you can work. How many TLOs you
coup into a block is an arbitrary matter. At this point, you are simply identi-
fying TLOs that can be grouped because of the close relationship between the
learning objectives, Involved.

Advantages of grouping (structuring) TLOs

1) Grouping content areas early will help you get a clearer picture of the scope
and nature of your developing program.

2) Grouped TLOs can he worked on independently. If one person is responsible
for development of the total system, he ern work on later groups if all the
material is not available for earlier groups.

When more than one person is assigned to develop course materials, different
people can be assigned responsibility for different groups. Each person then
can work relatively independently on a group of learning objectives, con-
ferring with others as needed.

Guidelines to help in dividing TLOs into groups
1) For a particular group, select learning objectives that bear a close relationship

to each other. Combined, they should make a self-contained group.
2 Combine learning objectives so that the group has a natural begini ad

ending point.

3) Be sure all learning objectives are included somewhere. in general, learning
objectives within your group: will remain in exactly the same order as your
original sequence. However, since dividing learning objectives into groups
should help clarify your total program, do not hesitate to re-sequence objec-
tives where necessary.

Do not assume that your group of learning objectives is unalterable. Subse-
quent decisions may require you to re-evaluate what should constitute a group.

H.30



0 Procedure: Sort the Terminal Learning Objectives LP Carrds into groups by using
the guidelines on the previous page. See example below.

EXAMPLE: TLOs which have been sequenced and structured into groups.

Input to You

For a given

job,

learning

objectives

that

identify
all

behaviors

that

must be

acquired

by the

trainee

during
instruction

Step A

mine the Optimum

Teaching Sequence of TLOs

TLO 1

Teach First

TLO 2

Teach Second

TLO 3

Teach Third

TLO 4
Teach Fourth

TLO 5
Teach Fifth

TLO 6
Teach Sixth

TLO 7

Teach Seventh

Teach Um

Step B

Group TLOs

Into Blocks

Group A

Block of TLOs
taught first

Group B

Block of TLOs
taught second

Group C

Block of TLOs
taught third

Group D

Block of TLOs

taught fourth

Group N

Block of TLOs
taught last

H-31



from block 35

Fe, lunhe piano, N., tAlow.

How do I az -cgrz. gkoup tetteAz to t
o b ectix ?

Now that you have determined which TLOs can be sorted into related groups you
are to assign an alphabetical letter to each of these groups. The group of TLOs
that are to be trained first should be assigned a group letter "A". Those trained
second, "B", etc. Continue this procedure until all groups have been assigned a
group letter. The example on the preceding page illustrates the assignment of
group letters.

011ie/Le do I Az td the -W E / 7 1 4,n alp e ve
gitoup tettvo?

The group letter is recorded in three places:
1) In the upper right corner of all Terminal Learning Objective LP Cards included

in the group

In the upper right corner of all Learning Objective Documentation (LOD)
Sheets included in the group of TLOs

All Learning Objective LP Cards associated with each TLO

H.32



What doeo a Telminat Leatning Objective LP Ccitd cc k,

-'..she aiitet the TLO g/Loup Zettet ha-6 been

tecotded on it?

EXAMPLE:

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP C

Task #

Instructional Setting

Learning Objective # 106 81

Group Letter

Sequence

Action Statement:

ro Ple1



What doe, d Leatming Objective Doccimentation (LOD)
Sheet Look iike aliteA the TLO group £_-e teen !az been
AecoAded on it?

EXAMPLE:

ISD 11.1 Develop Objectives
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What doe4 a Levi_
the TLO gAoup

EXAMPLE:

Objective LP Cared took U ke altet
Leh. ha-o been iLecoAded on -it?

LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP CARD

Task #_.317. LO Sequence #

Element/Enabling S&K # LO Group Letter
4E. le

Learning Category/Subcategory
C

Learning Objective

TLO Sequence #

TLO Group Letter

Action Statement:

ICA
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from block 36

37
.--

Idontity/Group
lOonlitor Leg

to block 38

Sams triki Oily Canton LO; i or ftrointr or *01111 and knoorliag.;
MO OW, ar. roc %Mir mks lo this moo Thom Let art sd000rrel and org000ri
tootrhor.

For further rorodanc, to Wow.

How do 1 identiliy and giLoup identical Zeaxiung objective6?
Some tasks may contain learning objectives for elements or skills and knowledges
that are the same as for other tasks. It is important that these identical LOs be
identified at this point because in many cases you will want to schedule the train-
ing for these LOs so that they are only taught one time. Generally, the training
for these LOs should occur when the task containing one of these identical LOs
is first taught. For example, look at the partial learning analysis below:

H

REPAIR PRINTED

CIRCUIT BOARD

TROUBLE SHOOT
PRINTED CIRCUIT

BOARD

REMOVE

DEFECTIVE

CAPACITOR

DESOLDER

REMOVE

TRANSFORMER

Consider the learning objective "desolder." It occurs under both "remove defective
capacitor" and "remove transformer." You will probably want to schedule the
teaching of desoldering only one time. If previously you had determined that the
task element, "remove defective capacitor" was to be trained before "remove
transformer" then desolder would be scheduled for training only as a part of the
training for "remove defective capacitor." It would be assumed that desoldering
training would not need to be repeated when providing training for "removing
the transformer."



Follow this procedure for identifying and grouping identical LOs:
1) Sort into stacks all Learning Objective LP Cards that contain identical

action statements.
2) Check these Learning Objective LP Cards against the LOD Sheets to be

certain that the conditions and standards for each is also identical or very
similar.

Alphabetize each stack by `PLO Group Letter.

271



from block 37

ae

to block 40

39

'4,0.1011Woramte
GlotipLimewlYeilo*
CirchkoNlIcienocal
401

hat and_whete-do I Aeco d the teatning objective
aoup Zettet ioa L0'45 that ate identicat?

The LO Group Letter is the same as the TLC) Group Letter of the top cardo
stack of alphabetized Learning Objective LP Cards.

e. The LO Group Letter is recorded in the upper right corner of all ning Objec-
tive LP Cards in the stack.

It will be necessary for you to change the LO Sequence number on all of the
Learning Objective LP Cards in the stack except for the top card.

Draw a line through the Sequence nmnber originally recorded
Record on all cards in the stack the LO Sequence number shown on top card
in the stack

SUMMARY: All Learning Objective LP Cards in the stack
of identical LOs will have the,same LO Group
Number and LO Sequence-Number.
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What does a Le fung Object-ive LP CaiLd oo(z e
the LO 9/Loup tetten has been AecoAded and LO

zequence # has been changed?
EXAMPLE:

LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP CARD

Task # 575 _ /02a
Element/Enabling S&K

ieevrri,
Learning Category/Subcategory

Learning Objective #

Action Statement:

LO Sequence

LO Group Le

1-1,0 Group Letter
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from blocks 38 and 39

lostorst.0 cr.rr.nismihtnng obiotionn LO Oro( hoot id Onliold &Man on.d.
CoRim On Fo Oof ond toTolif nt000lo f iho Ki n [hi liarnino abiottwe attermit.

Fo, iurthfi ridaroo on how lo siquinOl COffnon:foCinf Oblooti000.
in WOW

191

to block 41

How do 1 identiiy and g oup co non 4actoft £eF:zJtntng
objective z?

The example below describes what common factor learning objectives are.

IDENTIFY
CODES

1-1740

IDENTIFY
CAPACITORS

IDENTIFY
COLORS

IDENTIFY
TRANSISTORS

IDENTIFY
RESISTORS

IDENTIFY IDENTIFY IDENTIFY IDENTIFY IDENTIFY
SHAPES SHAPES CODES COLORS COLOR BAND

SEQUENCE

In the above example note that "identify capacitors," "identify transistors" and
"identify resistors" each have the common factor of identify as the common
factor between them. One logical way to handle.these common factor learning
objectives is to consider grouping all "identify" learning objectives and place them
near the beginning of the course.

While common factor learning objectives generally should be listed_ early in the
sequence because they represent information or skills basic to many learning
objectives, the delay hetween introducing such objectives and the actual applica-
tion of the objectives should be minimized. This is so that material learned at
the beginning of training will not be forgotten by the time it is practiced as a
part of other learning objectives.



1Lproc em to use for identifying and groupingcommonfat £»26ng
objectives is as follows:

1) Sort into stacks all Learning Objective LP Cards v_ c _ have common fa
elements

2) Check these Learning Objective LP Cards against the LOD Sheets to be
certain that after examining the conditions and standards for these LOs
they should still be grouped together.

3 Alphabetize each stack by ITO Group Letter.
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w NO 40

W Hock 44

What and do I !teco d the tean_ncng objectiv-
gnoup Zatek LO' 's hat have come o actou?

1he procedure to use fur deter!
factor LOs is the same is that fo

1-1-12

g what to record and where o record it for common
entical LOs, That is:

The LO Group Letter is the same as the TLO Group Letter of the top card of
the stack ef alphabetized Learning Objective LP Canis.

The LO Group L etter,is recorded in the u
Objective LI' Cards in the

of all Learning

o It will be necessary for you to change the LO Sequ,,nce number on all of the
Le trning Objective LP Cards in the stack except for the top card.

Draw a line through the Sequence number originally recorded
itt c_.)rci on all Ards in the stack the LO Sequence number shown on
carol In the stack

SUMMARY: All Learning Objective LP Cards in the
stack of common factor LOs will have
the same LO Group number and LO
Sequence number.

top



What do e,s a
cet -the

he LO a

EXAMPLE:

Lecukung
LO gtoup

'e tit_ie LP Ca;
hcus been

(1.11C . 1 5 t nged?

'ook
t,ded and

LEARNING OBJECTIVE LP CARD

Element/Enabling S&K P
Learning Category /Subcategor TLO Sequence =--=

Learning Objective k / 2- 2. &kg-
Action Statement:

TLO Group Letter

2 "



irorn Olocks 41 thru 43

to kuk 47

;4,044.4%4 4: p.ft 4:
1: 1ff1-1.]
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from blocks 45 anti 40
4/

IOW

1.11U

/&O up /L,\{(

teco-ftd
and 3 J(L (LLCZ

on the LOP _,heet
O#/ and wheiLe.

a The Group Leiter and `..74iquence number we those rceorded in the blanks LOGroup Letter and LO Sequence number. lloi,vever, in some cases there may nothave been a LO Group Letter and/or a LO Sequence number assivned. In these
eases use the entry mode for TLC) Group Letter inci/or 'FLO Sequence number.

Record the al -priate Letter and Sequence number in Section III,Column of the L011) wut

a Cho( ki to be certain that there is a C mup LRt- tnce Number en for
each element/enabling skills and G m«@47a shown on the LOD Shoot Srwhich a lefuning objective was required ;Column 13).



Le LCD _s'heet

quence 'LLLWb?)L have b

EXAMPLE:
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L.s yomtanee o 6 pup. ng Lom) o peo
othem, ,step6 o the in/stAue-naZ isyist erro

devetopmeat ptioc&s,s? How do I ucolt.d t hem?
In order for the Instructional Systems Development process to work effectively
it is imperative that there be forward and backward communication between the
people involved in the process. At some time or other you have probably com-
plained about the input that has been provided to you. Sometimes, you may the
laid to do work that should have been performed in previous steps.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU FEED THIS INFORMATION BACK
TO 'FHE APPROPRIATE PEOPLE SO THAT REVISIONS CAN BE
MADE TO EFFECT IMPROVEMENT IN THE END PRODUCT.

In your research for this step of the Instructional Systems Development process
you may have discovered additional information that you think may be useful
to people who will be working in steps that follow this one. If so, it is equally
important that you pass this information on to appropriate people.

REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IS CRITICAL FOR EFFEC-
'FIVE INS'FRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR SUCCESSFUL
MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT.

H-4 7



of the LSD COORDINATION SHEET can be found in the back of -his
manual, Make sufficient copies to enable you to send one to every individualyou wish to communicate vith---plus copies for your records.

o Complete the ISD COORDINATION SHEET in duph w. Send one Lopy tothe individual and attach one copy to the _ itruotion Set SQechon Package(IRS Sheets
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